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Abstract 

 

Utilizing a poststructuralist and neo-Gramscian meta-theoretical framework as the leading tool, 

this study aims at conceptualizing the discursive re-articulation of American social identity in 

George W. Bush�s post-9/11 oratory. In response to the identity confusion that I contend 

September 11 has materialized in American subjects, the argument is made that his speeches have 

been the vocal proponent of a neoconservative discursive formation offering a hegemonic project 

to overcome this uncertainty; which entailed the attempt to alter American �objectivity�, and to 

recreate the American �self� through the use of social antagonisms. 

 

Covering the ten days following the September 11 incidents, Bush�s selected speeches related to 

national security and foreign policy are evaluated through Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe�s 

discourse theory to be able to emphasize how they represent and discursively reconstruct 

American social identities. The analysis suggests that the ideological incentive of this 

neoconservative discursive formation has involved the endorsement of an American nation �at 

war�, �under God�, and �of capitalist/liberal democratic values�; as well as elements of self-

legitimation, in the words of George W. Bush. 
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�The question is,� said Alice, �whether you can 

 make words mean so many different things.� 

�The question is,� said Humpty Dumpty, 

 �who is to be master. That is all�. 

Lewis Carroll1 

 

PART 1: OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH 

 

1. Introduction & Aims of the Study 

This dissertation offers a discourse theoretical perspective to the post-9/11 oratory of George W. 

Bush as the vocal proponent of a neoconservative discursive formation, argued here to have 

attempted being �hegemonic� in terms of altering the configuration of public �objectivity�, and 

discursively restructuring the texture of American social identity vis-à-vis the external affairs and 

security issues of the country in a time of social and political turmoil. On this path, however, 

types of problem-solving theoretical approaches speculating on the allegedly concealed motives 

behind the American international strategy will be fully discarded. As well, constructivist 

international relations theories revolving around Wendt and Katzenstein that mostly ignore the 

role of language and internal workings of states in the construction of identities will not be of 

reference. Thus, I aim not to give place to the external relations, securitization, and the �state 

identity� of the United States unless they are relevant to the re-articulation of American social 

identity. 

 

Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe�s discourse theory has been the main engine in consolidating 

the basis of the arguments pursued throughout this thesis. The reason why it has been taken as the 

focal guidance to this work, -as opposed to perspectives that deal purely with identity studies-, are 

twofold: instrumental and ideological. The instrumental reason is sourced by the appropriateness 

discourse theory tenders to the scrutiny of both identity dynamics and speech �text-; in a research 

that carries the intention to examine the articulated identity of a certain group within the speeches 

made by their democratically elected representative. The ideological grounds, even more 

importantly, is the socialist strategy Laclau and Mouffe seek to promote in the same package with 

                                                
1 Carroll, Lewis. Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There. London: Treasure Press, 1987. 
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their discourse theory, and my apprehension that the neoconservative interpretation of the tragedy 

does anything but smoothen the advancement to radical plural democracy, let alone other kind of 

socialist aspirations. Lastly, it should be mentioned that Laclau and Mouffe�s discourse theory 

has not been chosen among some others to test, theorize, or be applied to a practical presumption 

I had hypothesized; it was their theory in the first place that supplied me with the essential 

parameters to devise a research inquiry. 

 

The motivation that underpinned such a research is the words of Slavoj �i�ek: �On September 

11�, he wrote, �the USA was given the opportunity to realize what kind of world it was part of. It 

might have taken this opportunity �but it did not; instead it opted to reassert its traditional 

ideological commitments�2. It might have come out of its �insulated artificial universe�3 that 

drew strict boundaries from the rest of the world, but it did not. Instead, it has strengthened the 

notion of �us� and �them� in parallel with a neoconservative �reality� based on exterior fear. This 

lost opportunity, then, is my inspiration to prepare this study, for I believe the consequences of 

this loss has made the world a much more divided place. May this be the incentive, global 

security will not be of our concern here; but the particular direction in which September 11 has 

been gravitated to endeavor transforming American social identity will. 

 

In this first section of the thesis, I hope to provide a brief introduction to the theoretical 

background that my research question is inherent in, which is by nature abstract and requires 

substantial preliminary clarification. Only after having done that, I believe, will it be feasible to 

bring up my research question in an effective manner. The following subsections, then, will be 

devoted to this purpose. Differentiating between politics and the political, linking that divergence 

to September 11, explaining the meaning associated to the �social�, and discussing 9/11 with 

special focus to American social identity will respectively be our endeavor under these 

subheadings; where at the end the problematic that has constituted the stimulation for preparing 

such a study will expectantly be apparent. 

                                                
2 �i�ek, Slavoj. Welcome to the Desert of the Real. New York: Verso, 2002, p. 47. 
3 Ibid, p. 33. 
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1.1 Politics vs. the Political 

In her work Poststructuralism and International Relations, Jenny Edkins emphasizes a distinction 

between what she terms politics and the political4. Politics, according to her, has got to do with 

�elections, political parties, the doings of governments and parliaments, the state apparatus, and 

in the case of �international politics,� treaties, international agreements, diplomacy, wars, 

institutions of which states are members � and the actions of statesmen and �women�5. This is to 

say that politics is about the rooted organizations of the administrative structure, and the relevant 

discourse that is established through a consolidated dominant ideology; which create subjects that 

do not question or look for solutions elsewhere but the boundaries of a particular system. The 

problem-solving approaches of politics, as Cox puts it, �takes the world as it finds it, with the 

prevailing social and power relationships and the institutions into which they are organized, as the 

given framework for action�6. Edkins terms the process �depoliticization� or �technologization�, 

each of which referring to the limitation of political action to the calculable, the instrumental, 

especially in the modern Western democracies: �the total domination of rational calculability and 

planning, the triumph of instrumental reason�7, as Simon Critchley interprets it. �The philosophy 

of this world is essentially rationalistic�8, Max Horkheimer utters in The End of Reason, and 

warns us: �rationality in the form of such obedience swallows up everything, even the freedom to 

think�9. 

 

The political, conversely, �has to do with the establishment of that very social order which sets 

out a particular, historically specific account of what counts as politics and defines other areas of 

social life as not politics�10. The political, then, signifies a period in which a new order is 

originating, where political and social identities of the previous politics are explicitly challenged 

to be pushed in a transitional limbo. This brings along confrontation with the ambitiously 

normative instrumentalism of the once �objective� politics, and toppling down depoliticization 

and technologization; until order is resituated: �the Political� � [is] � the moment of openness, 

                                                
4 For the original elaboration of this distinction, see, for instance, Lefort, Claude. The Political Forms of Modern 
Society. Cambridge: Polity Press, 1986; or Laclau, Ernesto (ed.). New Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time. 
London: Verso, 1990. 
5 Edkins, Jenny. Poststructuralism and International Relations: Bringing the Political Back in. Boulder, CO: Lynne 
Rienner, 1999, p. 2. 
6 Cox, Robert W. �Social Forces, States and World Orders: Beyond International Relations Theory�, in Robert O. 
Keohane (ed.), Neorealism and Its Critics. New York: Columbia University Press, 1986, p. 208. 
7 Critchley, Simon. The Ethics of Deconstruction: Derrida and Levinas. Oxford: Blackwell, 1992, p. 204. 
8 Horkheimer, Max. �The End of Reason�, in Andrew Arato and Eike Gebhardt (eds.), The Essential Frankfurt School 
Reader. New York: Continuum, 1982, p 27. 
9 Ibid, p. 29. 
10 Edkins, p. 2. 
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of undecidability, when the very structuring principle of society, the fundamental form of social 

pact, is called into question �in short, the moment of global crisis overcome by the act of 

founding a �new harmony��11. Ernesto Laclau�s Lacanian and Althusserian interpretation of the 

�subject�, which will be elaborated further in the theory section, conceptualizes the political as a 

moment of antagonism for the individual, where �different identities mutually exclude each 

other�12 in the dislocation of discourses. �This occurs when discourses begin to disintegrate 

during periods of social or economic turmoil, and when such dislocation is experienced by 

subjects as an identity crisis�13. It is in these circumstances, according to Laclau, that �the 

undecidable nature of the alternatives and their resolution through power relations become fully 

visible�14. 

 

1.2 Conceptualizing 9/11 

As for the experience of the US, what I argue in this dissertation as my starting premise is that 

September 11 has been one of these situations of the political that suspended, though temporarily, 

the stable arena of politics in the country by mutually excluding certain elements of American 

identity, where �subjects endeavor[ed] to reconstitute their identities and social meanings by 

articulating and identifying with alternative discourses�15. An important limitation to make here is 

that I take the term the political not necessarily in the extent of referring to the collapse of states 

or entire systems as Edkins does, but of signifying the disintegration of discursive structures, 

social meanings, and subject positions; where hegemonic intervention to rearticulate them 

surfaces as an urgent necessity. Interventions of this type are pronounced in Michel Foucault�s 

understanding as creating �societies of normalization� that are �characterized by discipline and 

domination through multiple forms of subjugation�16. �[A] society of normalization secures the 

content and confines its identity through the imposition of a norm rather than the enforcement of 

                                                
11 �i�ek, Slavoj. For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Political Factor. London: Verso, 1991, p. 193. 
12 Jørgensen, Marianne, and Louise Phillips. Discourse Analysis as Theory and Method. London: Sage Publications, 
2002, p. 47. 
13 Howarth, David. �Discourse Theory�, in David Marsh and Gerry Stoker, (eds.), Theory and Methods in Political 
Science. New York: Palgrave, 1995, p. 123. 
14 Laclau (ed.), New Reflections on the Revolution of our Time, p. 35. 
15 Howarth, p. 123. 
16 Campbell, David. Writing Security: United States Foreign Policy and the Politics of Identity. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1998, p. 10. 
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a rule�17, through an agency �of power and knowledge that the sanctity of science would render 

neutral�18.  

 

In the chaotic undecidability of September 11�s the political; this articulatory normalization 

process of identity confinement could only be attained through new fixations of meanings to 

create fresh subject positions, I argue, in a period that demanded a hegemonic presentation of 

alternative American social identities to reinstate the politics of the United States. I feel obliged to 

purport here that by �hegemonic intervention�, I by no means refer to governmental political 

propaganda striving at public manipulation. Instead, stating very briefly for now, I take onboard 

the term as an ethico-politically driven moral-intellectual discursive articulation in phases of 

social undecidability to achieve fixation across perplexed identities caused by the displacement of 

politics. �As that day began�, Silberstein writes, �planes flew into the World Trade Center and the 

Pentagon. Thereafter, words helped many things happen � Perhaps most importantly � 

language (re)created a national identity�19.  

 

I believe it is useful at this very instant for another important point to be clarified: the meaning of 

the word �social� is intended to indicate throughout this research, regarding the recognition of 

identities. What exactly do we mean when referring to identities of the social; and where is 

identity positioned in the discussion of politics? The answer to these questions lies in the 

epistemological and ontological contemplations we are about to make on what is perceived by 

�society�. 

 

1.3 The Impossible Society and its Identities 

Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe �claim that society is impossible, that it does not exist�20. 

This is not to say that there is no such thing as society, but �that society as an objective entity is 

never completed or total�21: 

 

                                                
17 Ibid, p. 10. 
18 Foucault, Michel. Power/Knowledge: Selected Writings and Other Interviews 1972-1977. Colin Gordon (ed.). New 
York: Harvester Press, 1980.p. 107. 
19 Silberstein, Sandra. War of Words: Language, Politics and 9/11. London: Routledge, 2002, xi.  
20 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 38.  
21 Ibid, p. 38. 
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The incomplete character of every totality necessarily leads us to abandon, as a terrain of analysis, the 

premise of �society� as a sutured and self-defined totality. �Society� is not a valid object of discourse. 

There is no underlying principle fixing �and hence constituting- the whole field of differences22. 

 

Due to its incomplete, ambiguous, unfixed, and fully contingent nature; �society� in this context is 

not considered as a legitimate reference point of communal epistemology. The background to this 

reasoning originates from the structuralism of Ferdinand de Saussure, and poststructuralism of the 

two Jacques�: Lacan and Derrida. The broader philosophical perceptions employed by these 

thinkers will be given place thoroughly in the theory section, yet the eclectic of what amounts to 

The Impossibility of Society23 is worth explicating in a simplified manner. 

 

Swiss linguist Saussure, who is regarded as the founder of the science of semiology, divides 

language into two structural parts: the signifier and signified; referring respectively to a �word� 

producing the inscription of a �mental image� in the process of meaning creation. �Together (like 

two sides of a coin or a sheet of paper) they make up the sign�24. Saussure then argues that the 

relationship between signifier and signified is completely arbitrary�, for the interrelation of �the 

two is simply the result of convention � of cultural agreement�25. As he puts it: �The linguistic 

sign unites, not a thing and a name, but a concept and a sound-image�26, implying the radical 

randomness of meaning articulation. Furthermore, �[e]ach element in the language is definable 

only in terms of its relation to other elements in the system of signs�27. In other words, each 

element of language gains its identity on account of its difference from other elements. This 

network of interconnected signs comprises the structure �langue- of language; where daily speech 

acts of individuals makes up the linguistic practices/usage �parole-. 

 

Laclau and Mouffe agree with Saussure�s structuralist model up to here; however, they disagree 

as he goes on to claim that the interaction between the signifier and signified, although may be 

based on relational difference, is not bound to change once conventionally/culturally fixed. Their 

rejection -developed in the light of Derridian poststructuralism- is �on the grounds that 

                                                
22 Laclau, Ernesto, and Chantal Mouffe. Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics. 
London: Verso, 1985, p. 111. 
23 Michéle Barrett considers the article [Laclau, Ernesto. �The Impossibility of Society�, in Canadian Journal of 
Political and Social Theory 7, no 1-2 (1983), pp. 21-24] to be prefiguring the more detailed argument on the same 
theme to appear in Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. 
24 Storey, John. An Introduction to Cultural Theory and Popular Culture, second edition. Athens: The University of 
Georgia Press, 1998, p. 73. 
25 Ibid, p. 73-74. 
26 Saussure, Ferdinand de. Course in General Linguistics. Trans. Wade Baskin. Glasgow: Fontana, 1974, p. 66. 
27 Milner, Andrew. Contemporary Cultural Theory: An Introduction. London: UCL Press, 1994, p.78. 
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Saussurians understand structure as a totality in which all signs relate unambiguously to one 

another�28, and the connection is not alterable. This linguistic analogy constitutes the basis of why 

Laclau and Mouffe conceive of the term society as an impossible object of discourse: because 

�society� in the traditional connotation, implies a totalized and fixed stable entity. To be able to 

talk about �society�, then, the term �should be thought in terms of aggregates rather than totalities 

and, secondly � the relationships between the various elements of those aggregations should be 

thought of in terms of contingency rather than the logic of causality and determinism�29. 

Therefore, only by accepting an understanding of �society� as an aggregation �not a totalized 

whole-, and by coming to terms with its contingent nature �as opposed to an alleged fixity-, will 

it be not impossible to consult the �social� as a point of reference throughout this study. The 

Lacanian and Derridian mixture of thought that led Laclau and Mouffe to the criticism of 

Saussure and to this conception of �society as a myth� will be analyzed further in the theory 

section. 

 

Construing society in the way that is to be utilized in this study overtly confronts realist 

paradigms of political science that associate pre-given, primary, and stable identities to 

individuals, societies, and states. The work of David Campbell that correlates US foreign policy 

with identity politics emphasizes this powerfully, especially focusing on the constructionist role 

of states as �imagined political communities�30 to establish mythical social identities: �Much of 

conventional literature�, he says, presupposes �that the identity of a �people� is the basis for 

legitimacy of the state and its subsequent practices. However � the state more often than not 

precedes the nation � [for] � nationalism is a construct of the state in pursuit of its 

legitimacy�31. The decentralization of identity and restating its constructed and contingent 

character, however, is recognized by many realist scholars as a step away from politics, since the 

essentialism of the problem-solving paradigm comprehends �the nature of man � in terms of 

Augustinian original sin or the Hobbesian �perpetual and restless desire for power after power 

that ceaseth only in death��32. Moreover, they assert that although the nature of states may �differ 

in their domestic constitutions�; with regards to their motivations they are �similar in their 

fixation with a particular kind of national interest�33. Thinking societies and their identities in 

                                                
28 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 38. 
29 Barrett, Michéle. The Politics of Truth: From Marx to Foucault. Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991, p. 65. 
30 Campbell borrows the phrase from Anderson, Benedict. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 
Spread of Nationalism, revised edition. New York: Verso, 1991. 
31 Campbell, p. 11. 
32 Cox, p. 211-212. 
33 Cox, p. 212. 
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terms of �perpetual fixations� as above, I believe, is even a further step away from politics; for 

politics, -in the account of critical theory-, is about being able to render change possible34. If 

nobody wanted to change the status quo, -assuming the absolute happiness of all-, there would in 

the first place be no need for politics. As Marx once pronounced on this raison d�être of politics: 

�[t]he philosophers have only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to change it�35. 

Thus, the aspiration of this study, i.e. �[t]he deconstruction of identity�, �is not the deconstruction 

of politics; rather, it establishes as political the very terms through which identity is articulated�36. 

 

1.4 September 11 and its Identities 

The question that immediately rises here with regards to social identities and the case of the 

United States� the political is on the disposition of the claimed American social identity crisis. In 

what ways are certain constituents of American social identity considered to have mutually 

excluded each other in the wake of September 11 and result in its provisional disintegration; so 

that articulating and identifying with alternative definitions of the �self� became a necessity? 

Slavoj �i�ek and Samuel Huntington�s different interpretations on the issue facilitate answering 

the question. �[T]he USA�, writes �i�ek, �which, until now [September 11], perceived itself as an 

island exempt from this kind of violence, witnessing it only from the safe distance of the TV 

screen, is now directly involved�37. This physical encounter with violence, it can be construed 

from �i�ek, is the basis of what shook the grounds of American social identity, �when the old 

security seemed to be momentarily shattered�38. �For the United States, this is the first time since 

the War of 1812 that the national territory has been under attack, or even threatened�39, Noam 

Chomsky reminded the readers in an interview eight days after the event. Having taken for 

granted since the civil war the �superiority� of being isolated from a �violent� world; and the idea 

that �[t]hings like this don�t happen here�40; it was not only the WTC skyscrapers and the 

Pentagon that were hit that day. American social identity was hit as well. 

 

                                                
34 �Critical Theory, unlike problem-solving theory, does not take institutions and social power relations for granted but 
calls them into question by concerning itself with their origins and how and whether they might be in the process of 
changing�, in Cox, p. 208. 
35 Marx, Karl. �Theses on Feuerbach�, in Lawrence H. Simon (ed.), Karl Marx: Selected Writings. Indianapolis: 
Hackett, 1994, p. 101. 
36 Butler, Judith. Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity. London and New York: Routledge, 1990, 
p. 148. 
37 �i�ek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real, p. 49. 
38 Ibid, p. 45. 
39 Chomsky, Noam. 9-11. New York: Seven Stories Press, 2001, p. 11. 
40 �i�ek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real, p. 49. 
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The immediate reaction to this tremor took place with a mass rediscovery of American pride, 

�displaying flags and singing together in public�41. Yet, although those �flags symbolized 

America � they did not convey any meaning of America�42. For as much as I do not share the 

same political stance with him, I believe Huntington summarizes this �reaction without substance� 

perfectly: �The post-September 11 proliferation of flags may well evidence not only the 

intensified salience of national identity to Americans but also their uncertainty as to the substance 

of that identity�43. �i�ek has observed the exact same lack of substance in the phrase that 

reverberated everywhere in the aftermath of the incident: �nothing will ever be the same after 

September 11�. He says: �Significantly, the phrase is never further elaborated �it is just an empty 

gesture of saying something �deep� without really knowing what we want to say�44. Chomsky 

also joins the two by noting that �[t]he immediate reaction was shock, horror, anger, fear, a desire 

for revenge. But public opinion � [was] � mixed�45. 

 

Does not this uncertainty carry the same mannerism of what we have termed as the political in 

the beginning, where identities are in limbo and require re-articulation? The instinctual 

nationalistic reaction that the American people have shown the world on September 11, therefore, 

in some ways had to be molded into more consolidated facets of their social identity. Feelings had 

to be rationalized into thoughts: sorrow into unity, fear into norms, and anger into action. 

 
While the salience of national identity may vary sharply with the intensity of external threats, the 

substance of national identity is shaped slowly and more fundamentally by a wide variety of long-term, 

often conflicting social, economic, and political trends. The crucial issues concerning the substance of 

American identity on September 10 did not disappear the following day46. 

 

Thus, American identity did not cease to exist on September 11 to be replaced by another, but its 

injury and confusion made it considerably available for �trends� aimed at altering the substance of 

that identity. These trends construct societal bridges connecting feelings to thoughts; setting up 

norms and parameters of �reality�, and words to conceive of the �truth�. Very importantly, it must 

be kept in mind that political �trends� as such can never be innocently neutral or objective; they 

are at all times ideologically-driven. This means that there are alternatives to only one way of 

                                                
41 Ibid, p. 45. 
42 Huntington, Samuel. Who are we? : America�s Great Debate. New York: Simon &Schuster, 2005, p. 8. 
43 Ibid, p. 9. 
44 �i�ek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real, p. 46. 
45 Chomsky, p. 20. 
46 Huntington, p. 9. 
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filling in the substance of identities; more than one path to make a return to politics from the 

political. What Huntington calls �trends� is what I will call �discourse� in this research, and what 

is termed as representation of identities with the intention of �shaping them� -as he names it-, I 

will term as �articulation�; in conformity with Laclau and Mouffe�s terminology that will be 

enlarged in detail. 

 

1.5 Research Question and Motivation 

Having gone through the distinction between politics and the political, its relevance to September 

11; limiting our connotation of the �social�, and laying emphasis on the post-9/11 American social 

identity brings us to the reason why this research aspires to scrutinize the speeches of George W. 

Bush presented in the aftermath of the events. In the structural dislocation caused by September 

11 where American identities required identification with alternative discourses to be filled in; I 

argue that George W. Bush�s speeches introduced a project that strove to be hegemonic by means 

of conceptualizing the incident within a neoconservative discursive formation in which social 

identities were rearticulated accordingly. Bush�s oratories, in this sense, represent a text that is 

conditioned by a neoconservative ideological framework; which as well contributed to generating 

the conditions of possibility for its pursuit of hegemony. He was the vocal proponent of a 

neoconservative discursive formation, who aimed to assume the role of a hegemonic agent in 

promoting a particular return path to politics in conformity with the tenets of that ideological 

outlook. Logically, this is not to suggest that following the attacks, it was exclusively through 

Bush�s oratory that this neoconservative project attempted to influence American social discourse 

and to rearticulate American identities. There are however, two theoretical explanations on why 

his position �and therefore his speeches- should crystallize with comparative privilege in studying 

this endeavor-to-be hegemonic process; based on two concepts coined by Laclau and Mouffe: 

�primacy of politics�, and �representation�47. 

 

As opposed to more orthodox strands of Marxism that lay claim to the base/superstructure 

distinction to argue that economy and material conditions (base) determine every other aspect of 

life (superstructure); Laclau and Mouffe believe in the �primacy of politics�, rejecting completely 

the Marxist model in which politics is seen as one of the parts of the superstructure, and a mere 

reflection of the economy. They assert that �it is the political processes that are the most 

important�, since �[p]olitical articulations determine how we act and think and thereby how we 
                                                
47 A more elaborated discussion on the two concepts will be featured in the theory section. 
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create society�48, objectivity, and identities. The other concept, �representation� - of societies or 

political groups- is also of crucial importance in the procedure of meaning and identity 

articulation, according to Laclau and Mouffe. Having rejected the pre-given notion of societies 

and groups, they hold that �it is not the case that the group is formed first and then later 

represented; group and representative are constituted in one movement. It is not until someone 

speaks of, or to, or on behalf of, a group that it is constituted as a group�49.  

 

Two conclusions follow from these notions: first, by acknowledging the account of the �primacy 

of politics�, we can render legitimate prioritizing the American government in taking on the 

process of social identity articulation in the undecidability of September 11. The intervention of 

the ones holding political power as such is by nature in search for hegemony, which Antonio 

Gramsci himself delineates as being �essential to � [the] conception of the state and to the 

accrediting of the cultural fact, of cultural activity, of a cultural front as necessary alongside the 

merely economic and political ones�50. Second; speaking �of, to, and on behalf of� American 

society as the highest democratic �representative� and governmental office holder, George W. 

Bush, then, must occupy the advantaged position in pursuit of the role of hegemonic agency 

within that hegemony-seeking ethico-political ideological intervention. Within this theoretical 

reasoning that will be amplified in the next section, George W. Bush�s post-9/11 speeches are 

consulted as the main site of reference in this dissertation, to evaluate the ways in which 

American social identity is represented and recreated in accordance with the introduced 

neoconservative discursive formation/project. Hence, the main question of this research is: how 

has George W. Bush discursively rearticulated American social identity in his post-9/11 speeches 

within a neoconservative struggle for hegemony? 

 

A critical limitation to make before ending the introduction is that I do not comment in this 

research on whether the discussed neoconservative hegemonic attempt to reshape American 

identities has been successful or not. In other words, I absolutely do not argue here that American 

identities have been altered in result of these processes, for the empirical justification of such a 

case would entail additional types of data such as public surveys or election results; which would 

yield to deviation from our purposes. Instead, I take for granted the necessitation for hegemonic 

practices September 11 has caused in American social identity (in the condition of the political); 

                                                
48 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 34. 
49 Ibid, p. 45. 
50 Gramsci, Antonio, in David Forgacs (ed.), A Gramsci Reader. London: Lawrance and Wishart Limited, 1988, p. 194. 
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and that George W. Bush, through discursively rearticulating those identities compliant with a 

neoconservative discursive formation, has offered subjectivation for individuals in a hegemonic 

attempt to reinstate politics. The verb to articulate, in this thesis, then, is delimited to a certain 

way of portraying identities, not to actually change or shape them; for otherwise we would fall in 

the same trap of totalizing American society through the theoretical perspective we have 

criticized. Consequently, to illuminate in what ways and how American social identity is 

represented and recreated in the post-September 11 speeches of George W. Bush, this research 

aims to evaluate and deconstruct them through Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe�s discourse 

theory. The next section seeks to bring forward the theoretical considerations this dissertation will 

be centered upon. Following that, a section on methodology, -which is again intrinsic to Laclau 

and Mouffe�s discourse theory-, will point out to the criteria and limitations in which the speeches 

of George W. Bush will be analyzed. This will put an end to part one, where part two will include 

the extensive discourse analysis51; and will give the opportunity to draw on necessary conclusions 

to finalize our study. 

                                                
51 Although I prefer the term �discourse-theoretical analytics� instead of �discourse analysis�, I hesitated to use it before 
explaining in the next section the Foucaldian sense of understanding behind it. 
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�Theory is always for someone and for some purpose.  

All theories have a perspective.  [�]  

There is, accordingly, no such thing as theory in itself, 

divorced from a standpoint in time and space�. 

Robert W. Cox52 

 

2. Theoretical Contemplations 

 

�We might � view the theoretical propositions of Laclau and Mouffe as constituting a 

theoretical analytic in the Foucauldian sense of a context-dependent, historical and non-objective 

framework for analyzing discursive formations�, utters Jacob Torfing, in his book New Theories 

of Discourse. They are context-dependent, for they are aware of the fact that they are 

incorporated into the theoretical debates of the Western intellectual sphere; they are historical �in 

the sense of recognizing the unmasterable temporality of the general history into which they are 

thrown�; and they are non-objective, on the account that they do not seek to shed light on the 

reality that is out there, but question the �totalizing ideological horizons that deny the 

contingency of the criteria for truth and falsity�53. Identifying Laclau and Mouffe�s intellectual 

creation described in the passage as �discourse analysis�, -as many mistakenly do-, is far from 

satisfactory, since that label reduces their complex sociopolitical theory to pure instrumental 

techniques of content evaluation. However, errors of the like must be avoided as much as the term 

�discourse theory� itself, Torfing argues: for �it runs the risk of conflating them with the works of 

Habermas�54. I do not intend to give place here the nature of that differentiation, but wish to 

follow Torfing�s line in noting that the label �discourse theory� associated to Laclau and Mouffe�s 

project should refer in this dissertation to the abbreviation of their �discourse-theoretical 

analytics�-, which I will endeavor now to elaborate on. Having clarified the issue of labeling, I 

hope this theory section to be complementary to the incomplete tasks of explanation on certain 

issues raised in the previous part. To overcome ambiguities, the philosophical and 

epistemological  meta-theoretical considerations that constitute the basis of Laclau and Mouffe�s 

discourse theory will be scrutinized at length, as well as its concepts and the premises those 

concepts engender. 

                                                
52 Cox, p. 207. 
53 Torfing, Jacob. New Theories of Discourse: Laclau, Mouffe, and �i�ek. Oxford: Blackwell, 1999, p. 12. 
54 Ibid, p. 11. 
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The point of reference for Laclau and Mouffe�s discourse theory was Marxism and structuralism; 

which took the shape in years of a post-Marxist (neo-Gramscian in particular), poststructuralist 

theory of discourse with a postmodern socialist strategy in mind. Their dissolution of Marxism 

through its blend with poststructuralism has mostly been influenced within the insights of 

postmodernist philosophy and theory, in which �a wide variety of theorists � have questioned 

the foundational and essential assumptions of their respective traditions and disciplines�55. Laclau 

and Mouffe�s politico-theoretical interpretation utilizes post-modernity as not a �rejection of 

modernity, but scaling down of its overreaching ambitions�56. Their discourse theory employs 

this limitation of modernity through a social constructionist account, necessitating the pre-

acceptance of the confinement to modernity in order to confront �meta-narratives�, 

�foundationalism�, and �essentialism�57. Laclau and Mouffe�s work, relevant to these three terms, 

discards the straightjacket of modernity�s allegedly �value-free� positivist scientific methodology, 

universality and non-historicity of knowledge, and assigning pre-given essences to political 

parameters such as individuals, societies, speeches, or even words. It, on the contrary, seeks to 

build up a normative theory of discourse to analyze not �the Truth� out there, but the process in 

which �truth� �with a small �t�- is molded by the dynamics of society and politics. In Laclau and 

Mouffe�s discourse-theoretical analytics, -which is mainly based on Hegemony and Socialist 

Strategy, as well as a number of texts written by Laclau alone-; �Marxism provides a starting 

point for thinking about the social, and structuralism provides a theory of meaning�58. I will begin 

by the latter to study their theory on the creation of meaning, which is by nature intrinsic to the 

social constructionist school. Later on, the neo-Gramscian outlook of societal power relations will 

be embodied in our setting. 

 

2.1 Saussurean Linguistics and its Poststructuralist Revision 

The structuralist origins of discourse theory reside mainly in Ferdinand de Saussure. Saussure�s 

structural linguistics, as discussed briefly in the first section, views language around the concepts 

of �signifier� and �signified�, where the first indicates a word or a term, and the second represents 

the mental image and ascription in linkage to that written or verbal expression. With the 

                                                
55 Howarth, p. 116. 
56 Ibid, p. 117. 
57 For other postmodern interpretations of Marxism, see, for instance, Hollinger, Robert. Postmodernism and the Social 
Sciences: A Thematic Approach. Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications, 1994, pp. 133-138. 
58 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 25. 
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�signifier� dog, for instance, what is �signified� mentally is a physical image of a four-legged 

creature that barks. �While common sense seems to tell us that words reflect a reality outside 

language and are basically names for things�59, Saussure stresses that there is no natural 

connection between the physical existence of a dog, and the word we use to name it: �[t]hat we 

understand what others mean when they say �dog� is due to the social convention that has taught 

us that the word �dog� refers to the four-legged animal that barks�60. The relation between the 

signifier and signified is completely arbitrary, and elements of language are 

conventionally/culturally fixed with meaning to become �signs�. In traffic, for instance, �there is 

nothing in the colour green that naturally attaches it to the verb go. Traffic lights would work 

equally well if red signified go and green signified stop�61. The fixation of �green� to �go�, then, is 

enabled by historical and social practices, not out of natural essences. 

 

Moreover, Saussure asserts that each element of language is definable through its difference from 

other elements. As he puts it: �in language there are only differences without positive terms � 

language has neither ideas nor sounds that existed before the linguistic system, but only 

conceptual and phonic differences that have issued from the system�62. �The word �dog� is thus 

part of a network or structure of other words from which it differs; and it is precisely from 

everything it is not that the word �dog� gets its meaning�63. Only by taking part in a linguistic 

structure, and in relation to/difference from other elements of that structure can the signifier �dog� 

be fixed with meaning to make up a sign: being different from �cat� or �horse�. �The system 

works not by expressing a natural meaning but by marking a difference, a distinction within a 

system of difference and relationships�64. The emphasis Saussure lays on structure crystallizes 

further in the distinction he makes between parole and langue: �What anyone actually says, their 

writing or utterance, is termed parole but the system of a particular language allowing someone to 

generate a meaningful utterance, according to rules for word formation and sentence structure, 

constitutes its langue�65. It is the latter, langue, in which all signs are ultimately fixed in a 

network, and gain meaning in relation to each other. Saussure holds that this unalterable 

underlying structure of language should be the terrain of analysis; hence the name �structural 

linguistics� attached to his studies. 
                                                
59 Easthope, Anthony, and Kate McGowan (eds.). A Critical and Cultural Theory Reader, second edition. New York: 
Open University Press, 2004, p. 235. 
60 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 10. 
61 Storey, p. 74. 
62 Saussure, p. 120. 
63 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 10. 
64 Storey, p. 74. 
65 Easthope and McGowan (eds.), p. 235. 
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Poststructuralism criticizes Saussure under two dimensions. The first is its strict isomorphism: 

�each signifier corresponds to one, and only one signified � [which] � tends to undermine the 

duality of the linguistic sign�66. The idea that the signifier is indivisibly wedded to only one 

signified to make up the sign; and that every sign is unchangeably fixed with meaning to occupy 

a single particular location in the network is contested by poststructuralists. For them, �signs still 

acquire their meaning by being different from other signs, but those signs from which they differ 

can change according to the context in which they are used�67. Jacques Derrida, to be schematic 

in the extreme, introduces the term différance to note that the sign cannot function on the basis of 

meaning�s self-presence. The content of the sign changes in accordance with the context it is 

placed; there is no deterministic one-to-one function. �The text [is] produced only in the 

transformation of another text�, Derrida says, �[t]here are only, everywhere, differences, and 

traces of traces�68. To look up in a dictionary for the meaning of a word (a sign) does nothing 

more than leading us to other signs: �the indefinite referral of signifier to signifier � which gives 

the signified meaning no respite � so that it always signifies again�69. It is only when 

contextualized there is a provisional stop to the never-ending play of signifier to signifier. The 

words �nothing was delivered�, for instance, �would mean something quite different depending on 

whether they were the opening words of a novel, a line from a poem, an excuse, [or] a jotting in a 

shopkeeper�s book�70; showing us an example of the différance that contextual location makes in 

the conferral of meaning. 

 

Secondly, the sharp distinction between langue and parole is deemed to render impossible 

explaining change in linguistic structures. As seen, Saussure insisted that �only the former 

[langue] � can properly be the object of scientific study, for it alone is social rather than 

individual, essential rather than accidental�71. He discredited parole for analysis, since daily 

forms of speech and writing are too personal and arbitrary to designate anything about the actual 

structure. �In contrast to this, poststructuralists believe that it is in concrete language use that the 

structure is created, reproduced and changed�72. While Saussure imagined the structure to be 

unchangeable, and fully dominating parole, poststructuralists argue that although �[i]n specific 

                                                
66 Torfing, p. 88. 
67 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 11. 
68 Derrida, Jacques. Positions. London: The Athlone Press, 1981, p. 26. 
69 Derrida, Jacques, Writing and Difference. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978, p. 25. 
70 Storey, p. 91. 
71 Milner, p. 78. 
72 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 11. 
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speech acts (and writing), people draw on the structure �otherwise speech would not be 

meaningful- � they may also challenge the structure by introducing alternative ideas for how to 

fix the meaning of the signs�73. This is to assert that change in the linguistic structure is possible 

through the agency of the speakers/writers. Two consequences follow this modification: first, 

every form of linguistic performance can now be the scope of analysis. Second, and more 

importantly, the open and alterable nature of structures are acknowledged, as the role of subjects 

in being able to recreate and reshape them is recognized. 

 

2.2 From Linguistics to Discourse 

Laclau and Mouffe�s conception of �discourse� is equivalent to the understanding of �structure� in 

the poststructuralist revision of Saussurean linguistics theory hitherto illustrated. Discourse, in 

this sense, �is a differential ensemble of signifying sequences�74 and �[o]ur cognitions and 

speech-acts only become meaningful within certain pre-established discourses, which have 

different structurations over time�75. Linguistic structures; or discourse in other words, cannot be 

reduced to a fixed and basic system of symbols that purely reflect physical and mental reality. 

Instead, the outer world and clouds of thought must be termed under various linguistic/discursive 

categories to materialize, and shape our parameters of comprehension. �An Eskimo [for instance], 

with over fifty different words to describe snow, looking at the same snowscape would 

presumably see so much more. Therefore, an Eskimo and a European standing together surveying 

the snowscape would in fact be seeing two quite different conceptual scenes�76. This is equal to 

maintaining that �[t]here is no neutral, no detached or absolute vantage point of knowledge; 

rather, our language and conceptuality are already bound up with the object of thought�77. �Our 

access to reality is always through language. With language, we create representations of reality 

that are never mere reflections of a pre-existing reality but contribute to constructing reality�78. 

Discourse, thus, is an engine by which perspectives, knowledge, and reality are generated. 

 

It is on these grounds that Laclau and Mouffe reject �the distinction between discursive and non-

discursive practices�. For them, everything is discursive. Discourse itself is material. They argue 

                                                
73 Ibid, p. 11-12. 
74 Torfing, p. 85. 
75 Ibid, p. 84-85. 
76 Storey, p. 75. 
77 Sharman, Adam. �Jacques Derrida�, in Jon Simons (ed.), Contemporary Critical Theorists: From Lacan to Said. 
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2004, p. 88. 
78 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 8-9. 
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that �every object is constituted as an object of discourse� and this �has nothing to do with 

whether there is a world external to thought, or with the realism/idealism opposition�79. What 

they purport should not be taken to mean that reality itself or physical objects themselves do not 

exist. �Meanings and representations are real. Physical objects also exist, but they only gain 

meaning through discourse�80: The �discursive character of an object does not, by any means, 

imply putting its existence into question�81. For instance, a �stone can be discursively constructed 

as a projectile or as an object of aesthetic contemplation, but it is still the same physical object�82. 

There is certainly the physical world, but since that world could not gain meaning without 

individuals perceiving it, discourse is regarded as being constitutive of everything; physical or 

ideal. �An earthquake or the falling of a brick is an event that certainly exists � [b]ut whether 

their specificity as objects is constructed in terms of �natural phenomena� or �expressions of the 

wrath of God�, depends upon the structuring of a discursive field�83.  

 

This vision of dissolving the material world within the linguistic terrain is important in the sense 

that it facilitates understanding the possibility of different interpretations over the exact same 

physical event; thereby revealing the relativist side of politics. Poststructuralist linguistics 

pronounced that signifiers would be meaningless if not contextualized in a discourse. However, if 

all signifiers were permanently glued with meaning in a discourse, how could social debate and 

two different constructions of earthquake as above be possible? Yes, �[d]iscourse is defined as a 

relational ensemble of signifying sequences; but if the relational and differential logic prevailed 

without any limitation or rupture�84, how could there be room for politics? This brings us to the 

contingent character of discourses. Discourse, under this nuance, is a particular domain in which 

meaning is constantly renegotiated, because signifiers can only be partially fixed with meaning, 

never fully. The linguistic representation of a material incident is structurally flexible and 

unstable in a discourse, and open to change. Contingency of discourse, here, implies its 

incompletion, and failure to constitute a full identity. In a theocratic state, the earthquake could be 

ascribed meaning to as God�s punishment; but this inference may be challenged by certain groups 

in that society, so that political frontiers begin emerging, which leads to social antagonism and 

hegemonic struggles, as we shall look into later. �The overall idea of discourse theory is social 

                                                
79 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 107-108. 
80 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 9. 
81 Laclau, Ernesto, and Chantal Mouffe. �Post-Marxism Without Apologies�, in New Left 
Review 166 (1987), p. 82. 
82 Torfing, p. 94. 
83 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 108. 
84 Torfing, p. 91-92. 
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phenomena are never finished or total. Meaning can never be ultimately fixed and this opens up 

the way for constant social struggles about definitions of society and identity, with resulting 

social effects. The discourse analyst�s task is to plot the course of these struggles to fix meaning 

at all levels of the social�85; where he/she keeps in mind the contingency of discourses. 

 

2.3 A Theory of Discourse 

Within the light of these contemplations Laclau and Mouffe present their terminology, setting out 

the parameters through which the political efforts that strive to fix social meanings in discursive 

terrains can be analyzed.  I will now endeavor reflecting each of the necessary terms -discourse, 

articulation, moment, element, nodal point, exclusion, field of discursivity, closure, floating 

signifier, dislocation, and discursive formation-; which will then be concentrated altogether in an 

example for materialization. 

 
In the context of this discussion, we will call articulation any practice establishing a relation among 

elements such that their identity is modified as a result of articulatory practice. The structured totality 

resulting from the articulatory practice, we will call discourse. The differential positions, insofar as they 

appear articulated within a discourse, we will call moments. By contrast, we will call element any 

difference that is not discursively articulated.86 

 

Having internalized discourse as a structured totality where signs are partially fixed with 

meaning, moments are those signs within a discourse. Like all signs, they gain meaning through 

their differential positions. A nodal point in a discourse �is a privileged sign around which the 

other signs are ordered. The other signs acquire their meaning from their relationship to the nodal 

point�87. Articulation, then, is the very process of positioning signifiers as moments in the 

network of discourse both in relation to other moments and the nodal point. It is �a practice of 

bringing together different elements and combining them in a new identity�88, where it depends 

on the level of hegemonic practices whether or not that new identity receives acceptance socially. 

Given the political struggle over the articulation of meaning, the fixation of moments necessitates 

�the exclusion of all other possible meanings that signs could have had: that is, all other possible 

ways in which the signs could have been related to one another�89. That �field of irreducible 

                                                
85 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 24. 
86 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 105. 
87 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 26. 
88 Howarth, p. 119. 
89 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 26-27. 
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surplus is termed � the field of discursivity � in order to indicate that what is not fixed as a 

differential identity within a concrete discourse � is � within a terrain of unfixity�90 [my 

italics]. A discourse is always built-up in relation to what it excludes. The field of discursivity; or 

in other words, the �reservoir for the surplus of meaning�, is crucial in the sense of determining 

the conditions of possibility for a discourse, as well as causing �the impossibility of any given 

discourse to implement a final suture [closure]�91. The existence of potentially alternative signs 

that seek to replace the moments of a discourse, give that discourse its never-closing nature. 

Elements are the polysemic constituents of the field of discursivity, which have not yet been 

articulated within a discourse due to their multiple, potential meanings. �A discourse attempts to 

transform elements into moments by reducing their polysemy to a fully fixed meaning�92; but 

�[t]he transition from the �elements� to the �moments� [this process is called closure] is never 

entirely fulfilled�93. The reason for this, as said, is that a discourse is continuously under threat by 

the field of discursivity. Floating signifiers are the elements that are contested for closure by 

different discourses; naturally, under particular ascriptions of meaning; and, the dislocation of a 

discourse �results from the emergence of events which cannot be domesticated, symbolized or 

integrated within the discourse in question�94. A discursive formation, finally, �is a result of the 

articulation of a variety of discourses into a relatively unified whole�95. 

 

To prevent further vagueness, let us utilize the example on medical discourse Marianne Jorgensen 

and Louise Phillips give in their book Discourse Analysis as Theory and Method; which I believe 

provides a clear demonstration of this rather complex terminology. In Western medical discourse, 

the body is seen to be composed of several parts. All medical research is about recognizing these 

divisions, and describing illness and treatment in accordance with the unambiguous relations 

between them. In this network, �the body� is the nodal point around which other signs like 

�symptoms� or �tissue� acquire their meaning to become moments. The signifier �arm�, for 

example, refers to �a human upper limb� around the nodal point of �the body�; whereas in military 

discourse, the same word would become another moment to signify �a means of offense or 

defense�96. Assuming the validity of Western medical discourse requires the exclusion of 

alternative treatment methods; for instance, the ones in which the body is perceived �as a holistic 

                                                
90 Torfing, p. 92. 
91 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 111. 
92 Jørgensen and Phillips, p. 27. 
93 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 110. 
94 Torfing, p. 301. 
95 Ibid, p. 300. 
96 Definitions acquired from the Merriam-Webster dictionary. 
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entity pervaded by energy along different paths� 97. This alternative holistic view of the body is 

positioned in the field of discursivity that the Western medical discourse disposes of. The latter, 

who is currently dominant, does not wish to allow the former to define certain terms in its own 

evaluation. With this regard, the nodal point �body� is also a polysemic element, for its meaning is 

strived to be articulated differently in Western or alternative medical discourses. Specifically 

disputed elements as such are called floating signifiers. The �body�, then, is a nodal point in the 

western medical discourse, yet it is a floating signifier in the struggle between the two competing 

discourses. Finally, as noted, permanent closure; i.e. fixing elements as moments, is never fully 

possible, since the field of discursivity challenges discourse for other ways of meaning delivery. 

For instance, �the inroads made by acupuncture have led to the modification of the dominant 

medical understanding of the body in order to accommodate �networks of energy�98. Although not 

the case today, if an alternative treatment method in the future comes to overrule Western medical 

discourse to heal all diseases with energy waves, the latter will be dislocated. If the two 

discourses coalesce, instead, to unite aspects of their characteristics, they will form a discursive 

formation. To sum up, 

 
[d]iscourse aims to remove ambiguities by turning elements into moments through closure. But this aim 

is never completely successful as the possibilities of meaning that discourse displaces to the field of 

discursivity always threaten to destabilize the fixity of meaning. Therefore, all moments are potentially 

polysemic � potentially elements. Specific articulations reproduce or challenge the existing discourses 

by fixing meaning in particular ways � Thus discourse is a temporary closure.99 

 

2.4 Marxism, Contingency, and Hegemony 

This introduced vocabulary, -which we will turn to in the main analysis of this dissertation-, and 

the deliberations it engenders, has shown the openness, instability, and contingency of discursive 

structures; thus, entailing their political character that gives way to relations of power and 

struggle for domination. �We act as if the reality around us has a stable and unambiguous 

structure; as if society, the groups we belong to, and our identity, are objectively given facts�. 

However, �just as the structure of language is never totally fixed, so are society and identity 

flexible and changeable entities that can never be completely fixed�100. In view of this, Laclau 

and Mouffe�s conception of �discourse� encompasses not only linguistic structures but the entire 
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�social� phenomena. �If we maintain the relational character of identity�, they utter, �and if, at the 

same time, we renounce the fixation of those identities into a system � then the social must be 

with the infinite play of differences, that is, with what � we can call discourse�101. How is it 

possible, then, although discourse, society, and identities are so contingent, infinite, and open to 

change; we take for granted that the reality around us as stable and unambiguous? The solution to 

this dilemma lies in the hegemonic power relations that Laclau and Mouffe base on a Gramsci-

inspired critique of structural Marxism, which developed later on as a neo-Gramscian theory of 

discourse. 

 

�[I]f our intellectual project � is post-Marxist, it is evidently also post-Marxist�102, they write in 

their most-quoted passage; where they emphasize their commitment to Marxism, being aware that 

they have altered it in such a way that it ceased to converge with the basic premises of Marxism. 

Let us recall in a caricaturized manner the principles of Marxist social theory and power relations. 

�Historical economism�103 sees society in two segments: base and superstructure; where the first 

is comprised of the ownership of the means of production, the economy; and the second is the 

legal, political, ideological and other institutional layers of society. The entities of the latter, -i.e. 

the judicial system, church, mass media, etc. - are thought in certain strands of orthodox Marxism 

to be fully determined by the economic base. Historical economism �is concerned not so much 

with the role of the superstructural phenomena as with their nature. It is based on the assertion 

that the complex plurality of phenomena can be reduced to an expression of a single contradiction 

within capitalist societies, namely that between the social classes of capital and labour, whose 

paradigmatic interests are defined by their structural locations in the sphere of material 

production�104. This contradiction takes place in the sense that the capital is concentrated in the 

hands of the few, and the working class is being exploited. Although being taken advantage of, 

however, the workers do not rebel and claim their rights immediately, because the superstructural 

bodies of the capitalist economic base produce an ideology that prevents them from realizing their 

true interests. Consequently, workers are the victims of ideological false consciousness in 

addition to exploitation; and their emancipation will bring about the revolutionary transition to 

socialism. Two question marks arise: first, if the false consciousness of the capitalist ideology 

                                                
101 Laclau (ed.), New Reflections on the Revolution of our Time, p. 89. 
102 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 4. 
103 Historical economism is conceived here as equivalent to more Orthodox structuralist Marxist perspectives. Antonio 
Gramci has coined the term to differentiate from his own position of historical materialism that allows a more 
independent role for the superstructure. See, for instance, Gramsci, Antonio. Selections from the Prison Notebooks. 
Trans. Q. Hoare and G. Nowell Smith. New York: International Publishers, 1971, pp. 158-168. 
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blocks the sight of the working class to hinder the recognition of its true interests, how will the 

labor power ever gain awareness of its real position to rebel against the unfairness? Second, how 

can �various distinct legal, ideological and political forms � [be] � perceived as manifestations 

of a single essence�105; i.e. the economic base? These questions imply that economic 

reductionism �determinism- falls short of explaining the conditions of possibility for non-

economic/non-class-based change and power relations in society and history. 

 

Italian socialist Antonio Gramsci, and his introduced term of hegemony, at this point has been the 

major source of reference for Laclau and Mouffe; offering alternative theoretical dimensions to 

overcome the problem. �He [Gramsci] slackened the grip of economic determinism, finding that 

the position of power of the ruling class could not be explained by an economically determined 

ideology alone�106. The concept of hegemony emphasizes the role the superstructure plays in 

�ideology creation�: �[h]egemony is best understood as the organisation of consent � the 

processes through which subordinated forms of consciousness are constructed without recourse to 

violence�107. He says �hegemony is won when the ruling class has succeeded in eliminating the 

oppositional forces, and in winning the active, or passive, consent of its allies�108. Linking these 

to the poststructuralist theory of discourse; hegemonic control is what discursive structures are 

contested for: to achieve closure. �With Gramsci, consciousness is determined � by hegemonic 

processes in the superstructure; people�s consciousness gains a degree of autonomy in relation to 

the economic conditions, so opening up the possibility for people to envisage alternative ways of 

organizing society�109. Attaining closure in a discourse, then, is not directly determined by the 

means of production as historical materialism suggests, but to the hegemonic struggle to dominate 

the ideology of the superstructure. Ideology, visibly, is not purely negative in Gramsci�s mind, 

but is an organically constructive, relational whole; where in orthodox structuralist Marxism it 

only creates false consciousness. He stresses, with that respect, on the efficacy of ideology, to note 

that �intellectual and moral reform should aim to form a collective will with a national-popular 

character. Articulation of the national-popular elements is what allows a particular class to 

express the interests of the nation�110. Possible, but unnecessary signs and articulations, in this 

course, are pushed in the field of discursivity by hegemonic procedures, so that partial structural 

fixations can be reached. Thus, �[d]iscourse is a consequence of hegemonic practices of 
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articulation, but it is the play of meaning within discourse and the subversion of discourse by the 

field of discursivity that provide the condition of possibility of hegemonic articulation�111. In 

other words, �hegemony brings us from the undecidable level of non-totalizable openness to a 

decidable level of discourse�112. We will iterate further on hegemonic practices as we 

comprehend Laclau and Mouffe�s view of society in association with the concept. 

 

2.5 Rejection of Economism and Classes 

Laclau and Mouffe challenge the Marxist tradition in two ways before marrying poststructuralism 

and neo-Gramscianism over a theory of the social. First, as briefly mentioned in the introductory 

section, they appreciate the primacy of politics; as opposed to historical economism that reduces 

politics to a mere reflection of the base. Their point is not to turn upside down the 

base/superstructure dichotomy to claim that the superstructure controls the economy. They, 

instead, picture the fusion of the two into hegemonic processes taking place within discursive 

structures. Parallel to their refusal to consider anything to be outside discourse, and their claim 

that �discourses are material�113; Laclau and Mouffe consider the economy to be inherent in 

politics, not as a pre-given clash of interests that later on shape politics deterministically. 

Although in traditional literature politics �is often conceived as derivative of either the rational 

pursuit of the pregiven [economic] interests of individual agents or the reified structures of 

collective forms of organization�; �[w]ith the emphasis on the structural undecidability of the 

social, it is no longer possible to maintain the idea that politics is derived from something which 

is not itself political�114. With regards to this, �the economy is far from being depicted as having 

the privileged role as the ultimate centre of the social totality from where all determination 

radiates; rather, it is conceived as yet another target for the all-penetrating struggle for 

hegemony�115. It is through this account that politics makes up, produces the social, similar to the 

Foucauldian notion of power. Politics, in Laclau and Mouffe, is equivalent to hegemony, to 

power. It is regarded as a constitutive, subversive, and hegemonic set of decisions, -including the 

ones related to the economy-, to reshape undecidable terrains of discourse. It is �the manner in 

which we constantly constitute the social in ways that exclude other ways�116, to move from the 
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chaotic volatility of the political, to the partial stability of politics, remembering Edkins� 

distinction made in the very beginning of the thesis.  

 

Second, in direct linkage with the primacy of politics, Laclau and Mouffe dismiss the totalized, 

foundationalist and essentialist description of society in terms of classes. Society, they argue, �is 

our attempt to pin down the meaning of society, not an objectively existing phenomenon�117. 

Class belonging, as well, is discursively articulated, not naturally pre-given. While Gramsci, too, 

still prioritized the working class in taking the necessary step to socialism, Laclau and Mouffe 

assert that there is no �necessary relation between socialist objectives and the positions of social 

agents in the relations of production�; and that �there are no privileged points for the unleashing 

of a socialist political practice�118. This does not mean that Laclau and Mouffe deny the ongoing 

economic exploitation in different segments of societies; but they stand against the positivist 

scientific epistemology of dividing society into objective classes centered upon the base-

superstructure dichotomy. They hold that the exploitation based on the discrimination of gender, 

race, religion, etc. cannot be theorized if we stay stuck on economy-driven classes. As an 

alternative, they replace �class� with their Lacanian and Althusserian mixture of �group identity� 

and �subject position�; centered upon an ideology that is produced through hegemonic practices. 

 

2.6 Identity, Ideology, and Representation 

Poststructuralist psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan commences the examination of identities with the 

Freudian analytics of the individual. Lacan�s view of the subject is analogous to that of Laclau 

and Mouffe�s �society� and �discourse�: he sees the subject as an everlastingly incomplete 

structure that continuously endeavors to become a whole. The human being as an infant, he 

claims, �is not aware of itself as a delimited subject but lives in a symbiosis with the mother and 

the world around it. Gradually � [he or she] � becomes detached from the mother but retains 

the memory of a feeling of completeness�119. The subject, in that sense, is an ex-centric being that 

is constituted around a radical split from the mother�s womb; and is driven at all times by the 

desire to return to that moment of plenitude, i.e. the union with the mother. This is called the 

�condition of �lack�, and [we] subsequently spend the rest of our lives trying to overcome this 

condition�120. However, since this struggle is l�objet petit a, -an endless quest for a non-existing 
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object-, we can only try substituting the lack by transferring it to, and representing it by a 

symbolic. Especially as we enter the linguistic signifiers of society �that is after we start 

speaking-, we seek for wholeness in identifying with elements of language and the symbols they 

supply. �By submitting to the laws of language the child becomes a subject in language, it 

inhabits and is inhabited by language, and hopes to gain an adequate representation through the 

world of words�121. Thus, �[t]he subject is the subject of the signifier. It strives to inscribe itself 

as a signifier in the symbolic order, but cannot find a signifier which represents it. The subject is 

therefore penetrated by a constitutive lack. The subject is this lack, and the subjectivation of the 

subject through the identification with different subject positions is merely an attempt to fill it�122. 

That is to say, �the subject is always attempting to cover over this constitutive lack at the level of 

representation, through continuous identification acts. This lack necessitates the constitution of 

every identity through processes of identification with socially available objects of identification 

such as political ideologies � and social roles�123. 

 

The lack, it follows from these, is an impossible suture. It is a futile attempt, a fantasy, of �joining 

the lips of a wound�; of rendering subjects and identities in a state of full closure. This dream is 

called myth, which �acquires a central role in personal as well as in social and political life: 

fantasy denotes all the imaginary scenaria, all the discursive constructions�124, to promise 

�wholeness�. Myth is a floating signifier which refers to a totality that in fact can never exist. It is 

�on the one hand, a distorted representation of reality, but on the other hand, this distortion is 

inevitable and constitutive because it establishes a necessary horizon for our acts�125. Lacanian 

�lack�, then, builds up the basis of the �impossible society� that we have described in the first 

section; for, corresponding to this mythical political and social suture, �Laclau and Mouffe 

present us with a body politic whose skin is permanently open, necessitating ceaseless duty in the 

emergency room for the surgeons of hegemony whose fate is to try and close, temporarily and 

with difficulty, the gaps�126. Taking onboard identity as equivalent to identification with 

something, and subjects as mere structural reflections, like above, requires clarification on how 

those symbols of identification, and subject positions to be chosen from are constructed.  
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This is where structuralist Marxist Louis Althusser comes into play, whose approach radically de-

centers the human subject by connecting it closely to ideology. He holds that the subject is 

represented in and by ideology, and that �all ideology has the function � of �constructing� 

concrete individuals as subjects�127. That occurs as �the individual becomes an ideological subject 

through a process of interpellation[,] whereby discourses appeal to the individual as a subject� 

[my italics]128. The term interpellation, which is complementary to the Lacanian notion of the 

symbolic, refers to the process through which language builds a social position for the individual, 

to make him or her, an ideological subject. �Individuals are interpellated or placed in certain 

positions by particular ways of talking. If a child says �mum� and the adult responds, then the 

adult has become interpellated with a particular identity �a �mother�- to which particular 

expectations about her behavior is attached�129. With this insight, subjects are equalized to subject 

positions, in Althusser. They are fragmented to fill several subject positions: the same mother as 

well might be a financial analyst at work, a Democrat in elections, patient in hospital, etc.  

 

Thus, all subjects are overdetermined, meaning that their �identity is conceived as a fusion of a 

multiplicity of identities�, which �gives social identity a symbolic form�130. Overdetermination 

also prevents closure, especially when those numerous identities can conflict and mutually 

exclude each other as they are positioned in antagonistic discourses. It is worth noting here that 

�ideology�, in this discussion according to Laclau and Mouffe, stands for a dominant discourse in 

which the reality seems totally �objective� and fixed in the minds of individuals. �Subjects�, they 

write, within this ideology, �cannot, therefore be the origin of social relations � as all 

�experience� depends on precise discursive conditions of possibility�131; i.e. how the individual is 

interpellated within the discourse. This should not mean, however, that �the self no longer uses 

language to express itself � [and] � language speaks through the person� using the individual as 

a medium for the culture and its language132. The contingent and instable character of discursive 

structures, -although ideology makes them look unalterable- clears the way for hegemonic agency 

to perform structuration. 

 

These arguments boil down to how Laclau and Mouffe envisage political representation. As 

covered earlier, they reject the belief of a social group being formed first, and later represented by 
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a leader par excellence. Instead, a group and its representative are established in one movement. 

Leaders who represent a certain social group cannot but draw upon commonly shared notions in 

their interpretation of social identity while, at the same time, they are engaged in reestablishing its 

constituent boundaries. Although all necessary components to found a group might be existent in 

individuals, �it is not until someone speaks of, or to, or on behalf of, a group that it is constituted 

as a group�; for individual identities cannot be interpellated at the symbolic level to overcome the 

lack, if there is no ideological representation. People cannot identify with subject positions to 

fulfill their myth of suture, if those positions are not manifested discursively. To promise suture, 

�[t]here are two ways in which social discourse and political ideology deal with the lack � They 

can either promise an encounter with the � [lack] � in the future and/or blame someone else for 

this lack, thus reassuring us that its filling remains impossible�133. �Group formation thus plays a 

part in the struggle over how the myth about society is filled with meaning. And conversely, 

different understandings of society divide the social space into different groups�134, creating 

�social antagonisms� over discursive structures. 

 

2.7 Social Antagonism and Hegemonic Intervention 

The contestation over social meaning creation has been one of the main themes up to here, which 

is why it is imperative, lastly, to analyze in specific the nature of antagonistic conflicts in the 

structuring of discourses. The unity of a discourse is founded by �social antagonism�, according to 

Laclau and Mouffe, who maintain that �the creation of an antagonistic relationship, which always 

involves the production of an �enemy� or �other�, is vital for the establishment of�135 an 

�objective� ideology. Social antagonism, in the first meaning, is about the �other�, against whom 

the struggle to hegemonize the discursive terrain is acted upon. Second, after hegemony is 

successfully reinstated136, social antagonism continues to exist in the �constitutive other�; in 

contrast to which group identities are contextualized and constructed. 

 

Social antagonism, in this logic, is both the reason, and the consequence of hegemonic 

intervention. It is the cause of it, for hegemonic intervention would not be needed in the first 

place, if not to defeat the presence of antagonistic conflicts that yield to undecidability within the 

social. Through hegemonic intervention, �[o]ne discourse is undermined from the discursive field 
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from which another discourse overpowers it, or rather dissolves it, by articulating its elements�137. 

This happens through the moral-intellectual leadership of the hegemonic power, which Gramsci 

demarcates as the �contingent articulation of a plurality of identities into collective wills capable 

of instituting a social order�138. Moral-intellectual leadership is persuasive, in the sense that it 

�involves making somebody, whose beliefs have already been put into crisis, a different set of 

beliefs by means of quasi-logical argumentation�139. Hegemonic, moral-intellectual intervention, 

thus, can be portrayed as �the expansion of a discourse or set of discourses, into a dominant 

horizon of social orientation and action by means of articulating unfixed elements into partially 

fixed moments in a context crisscrossed by antagonistic forces�140. 

 

Social antagonism is as well the result of hegemonic intervention, since �[t]he hegemonic force, 

which is responsible for the negation of [excluded] individual and collective identity, will tend to 

construct the excluded identity as one of a series of threatening obstacles to the full realization of 

chosen meanings and options�141. Once an ideology dominates the terrain of discourse, the 

undecidability of the past will be put under repression, -borrowing the term from psychiatry-, to 

be prevented effectively from actual realization or remembrance by subjects. Identities will then 

be constructed upon the logic of equivalence and logic of difference. The former abstracts 

antagonistic groups to totalized entities. It is the �logic of comparison of subjects that are, 

essentially construed as equals�142. It constructs a chain of equivalential identities so that different 

societal elements are interpreted as expressing a certain sameness, to make �us�, or �them�. The 

term �Middle East�, for instance, might create a chain of equivalence in the eyes of a European; 

where he or she might think of the region as a block of �them�, neglecting differences between the 

countries. The same could be done by an individual with a strong Muslim identity; to identify 

with the �Muslim world� as a chain of equivalence against the non-Muslim rest. The logic of 

difference is another way of relating moments in a discourse, �in and through their differences�. 

Through establishing a chain of difference, �the differential relations between the discursive 

moments � [become] � constitutive of their very identity�143. 
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Regarding social antagonism, it is only through defining what it is not, what it excludes, can a 

discourse define what the identity of �us� would be made up of; on the parameters of a différance 

between the self and other. This différance may be articulated against the repressed antagonistic 

identities, or against exterior enemies. Discourse cannot gain meaning without being in relation, 

in opposition to its field of discursivity, or other discourses; which makes fully visible its 

contingent character, and the contingency of its identities. Subject positions as well, �are 

constituted as distinct and antagonistic in relation to each other � each is prevented from 

becoming fully identical with itself � through its difference from the other. This produces the 

illusion that it is the external enemy that prevents the complete achievement of full identity�144. 

The �other� must not cease to exist, then, in order to preserve the stability of discourse and the 

identities it delivers, through social myths that promise to halt the lack. As such, social 

antagonism �is, at the same time, the condition of possibility and the condition of impossibility of 

discursive systems of identity�145. 

 

2.8 The Impossible Society Revisited 

We have reached the point, before moving to the methodology section, to conclude Ernesto 

Laclau and Chantal Mouffe�s poststructuralist and neo-Gramscian discourse-theoretical analytics, 

which we have focalized around the themes of �discourse�, �hegemony�, and �social antagonism�. 

The phrases, when focused out, correspond roughly to their more traditional versions of structure, 

politics, and conflict, respectively. On account of what has been said, �[h]egemony and discourse 

are mutually conditioned in the sense that hegemonic practice shapes and reshapes discourse, 

which in turn provides the conditions of possibility for hegemonic articulation. Yet it remains to 

be shown that both hegemony and discourse are mutually conditioned by social antagonism�146. 

The conception of �society� that is derived from the entwined interaction of these three terms, as 

seen, carries the trait of �impossibility�; of a never-ending process. �The social is articulation 

insofar as �society� is impossible � [F]or the social, necessity only exists as a partial effort to 

limit contingency�147. Although many opponents of Laclau and Mouffe accuse their sociopolitical 

�impossibility� to be extremely relativist so that it would be �giving way thereby to irrationality, 

nihilism, and totalitarianism�; their project in fact intends to �assert the openness of the social as 

the very condition for formulating democratic projects based on contingent forms of reason and 
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ethics hitherto restrained by the rationalist �dictatorship� of enlightenment�148. This is how Laclau 

and Mouffe formulate the bond between discourse theory and their postmodern socialist strategy, 

which they call �radical plural democracy�. In Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, they regard the 

contingency and openness of society, discourses, and identities, as the necessary grounds to bring 

about democratic socialist �revolutions�. As they put it: �[o]ur central � [goal] � is to identify 

the discursive conditions for the emergence of a collective action, directed towards struggling 

against inequalities and challenging relations of subordination�149. Due to the particular 

concentration of this research, I will not elaborate any further on radical plural democracy. 

Nevertheless, as �theory is always for someone and for some purpose�150, the application of 

Laclau and Mouffe�s theoretical framework to the analysis of George W. Bush�s speeches will 

naturally not be immune from an influenced socialist political agenda. 

 

The construal of society as impossibility, and the abstract terminology that comprehension 

expands to, requires a systematic methodology to be able to theoretically interconnect September 

11, the oratory of George W. Bush, and American social identity. To depict the ways in which the 

post-9/11 neoconservative discursive formation concretized in the speeches of George W. Bush 

has aimed politically (through hegemonic intervention) reforming the American social structure 

(discourse) vis-à-vis the conflicting external threat (social antagonism); I believe it is significant 

now to elucidate the methodological parameters of the theoretical contemplations we have given 

place so far. 
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�Societies have histories in the course of  

which specific identities emerge;  

these histories are, however, made  

by men with specific identities�. 

P. Berger & T. Luckmann151 

 

3. Methods and Methodology 

 

3.1 Parameters and Deconstructive Strategy 

Laclau and Mouffe�s discourse theory that we have hitherto examined �is a theoretical and 

methodological whole � a complete package � [where] theory and method are intertwined and 

researchers must accept the basic philosophical premises in order to use discourse analysis as 

their method of empirical study�152. Having covered their politico-theoretical inferences, a brief 

overview on the discourse-theoretical guidelines for practical application, I believe, will facilitate 

our investigation. �The aim of discourse analysis is to map out the processes in which we struggle 

about the way � the meaning of signs is to be fixed, and the processes by which some fixations 

of meaning become so conventionalized that we think of them as natural�153. Discourses, then, 

have to be analytically deconstructed; so that their hegemonically and antagonistically concealed 

contingency can be revealed. Deconstructive reading of a text, according to Jacques Derrida, 

�consists in tracing the excluded, repressed and inferior interpretation that forms an undercurrent 

in the text. When the textual hierarchy between the dominant interpretation and its other has been 

established, it is shown that the dominant interpretation is dependent on what it excludes�154. To 

achieve rendering power relations and binary antagonisms fully perceptible in a discourse, 

�[d]econstruction begins by identifying the centre of a system, or the privileged term in a violent 

conceptual hierarchy, and represents an intervention to make that system or hierarchy tremble�155.  

 

Analogously, in Laclau and Mouffe, discourse analysis classifies the key signifiers in a 

text/speech; which are the nodal points that organize the discursive structure, and master 
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signifiers that systematize the identities and subject positions engendered in that structure. We 

have seen that identity and group formation is always contingent, for individuals are 

fundamentally split. As �i�ek wrote, �every identity is already blocked, marked by an 

impossibility � far from enabling us finally to achieve full identity with ourselves�156. The 

incompleteness of identity is substituted by being interpellated in hegemonic discursive 

structures, to identify with overdetermined subject positions through the ideological chains of 

equivalence and difference. Discourse analysis also must endeavor to pinpoint the chains of 

equivalence and difference that nodal points and master signifiers set up in relation to other 

moments and signs of the discursive ground. By doing so; first, the �reality� ��objectivity�- 

prescribed in the discourse surfaces; and second, the attributes associated to the subject positions 

and identities produced in that discourse can be exposed, i.e. the depiction of how identities are 

relationally represented. �The discursive identities are inscribed both in signifying chains that 

stress their differential value, and in signifying chains that emphasize their equivalence�157; where 

all of these identities are intrinsic to the �objective� ideological atmosphere structured in the 

discourse. Following this path, the antagonistic �other� that nodal points and identities are formed 

against is crystallized. This brief, non-exhaustive, and utterly flexible sketch will combine with 

the other concepts scrutinized, as the speeches of George W. Bush are analyzed. Let us finally 

draw a black & white theoretical illustration of September 11, which will expectantly be in full 

color at the end of this dissertation, together with the way in which its neoconservative construal 

attempted pioneering a hegemonic structuration of American social identity. 

 

3.2 Discourse Theory and September 11 

�If the subject is constructed through language, as a partial and metaphorical incorporation into a 

symbolic order, any putting into question of that order must necessarily constitute an identity 

crisis�158. Paradigmatically, on September 11, 2001, traditional American social discourse and the 

subject positions attached to its structure were dislocated. They were destabilized resulting �from 

the emergence of events which � [could not] � be domesticated, symbolized or integrated 

within the discourse in question�159. Identities were put in an antagonistic state, for in the minds 

of the American people; violence of this magnitude collided with, and mutually excluded, -after 

                                                
156 �i�ek, Slavoj. �Beyond Discourse Analysis�, in Ernesto Laclau (ed.), New Reflections on the Revolution of our 
Time. London: Verso, 1990, p. 252. 
157 Torfing, p. 97. 
158 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 126. 
159 Torfing, p. 301. 
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almost two hundred years-, the subconscious �reality� and awareness of being isolated from a 

chaotic world. A shift from politics to the political took place, causing a constitutive lack in 

American subjects, where hegemonic intervention became a necessity to conceptualize the new 

set of incidents. That day, two airplanes crashed into the WTC skyscrapers in New York, to cause 

their total destruction. This was a physical fact, a signifier; but without a signified, -an empty 

signifier-; since it had no correspondence in the existing discourse of the time. As soon as the 

event was ascribed meaning by people, however, the signifier �September 11� was articulated in a 

variety of discourses, which sought to fill in the content of it in astonishingly different manners. 

The same signifier became a different moment in each of the dissimilar structures. That is to say, 

�September 11� became a floating signifier between contradictory discourses. Naming a few, for 

the sake of exemplifying; Huntington saw it as a justification for the �clash of civilizations�, a 

wake-up call for the United States to pursue its real interests; where �i�ek put forward that �we 

should refocus our attention on the economic background to the conflict �the clash of economic 

interests�160. Derrida said: �with regard to this crime, I do not believe that anyone is politically 

guiltless�161; implying the impact of the unfair global order and �power politics� in triggering 

terrorism162. George W. Bush declared: �America was targeted for attack because we�re the 

brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the world�; because �they hate our freedoms�163. 

I do not mean to assert here that these four discourses really competed antagonistically in a public 

debate in the aftermath of the events to dominate the discursive terrain. I intend, through these 

distinct examples, to display the openness, undecidability, and instability of the political 

environment caused by September 11. �We all participate in a number of mutually contradictory 

belief systems, and yet no antagonism emerges from these contradictions. Contradiction, does 

not, therefore, necessarily imply an antagonistic relationship�164. The non-antagonistic 

contradiction between these four different interpretations exhibits some other available 

articulatory practices and rhetorical and political postures that could have been offered to 

September 11. 

 

                                                
160 �i�ek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real p. 42. 
161 Quoted in ibid, p. 57 
162 Although these are merely comments by some academics, it is discernible that they construe September 11 within 
diverse discourses -political structures of thought. 
163 Bush, George W. �Statement by the President in his Address to the Nation�. September 11, 2001; and �Address to a 
Joint Session of Congress and the American People�. September 20, 2001. 
164 Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, p. 124. 
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Since, in our understanding of the term, �[d]iscourse is taken to influence the cognitive scripts, 

categories and rationalities that are indispensable for social action�165, hegemonic-articulatory 

intervention to stabilize the meaning of September 11 was crucial in the sense of both proposing a 

path to overcome the lack by creating subject positions that American people could identify with; 

as well as setting guidelines on how to act in response to the attacks. �[D]ifferent discourses each 

point to different courses of action as possible and appropriate�166 within their political reasoning. 

George W. Bush said on the night of September 11: �[w]e stand together to win the war against 

terrorism�167; articulating the floating signifier of �September 11� in the discourse of �war on 

terrorism�. This sentence was in a speech that initiated the neoconservative strive for hegemonic 

intervention aimed at making possible reinstating politics in the country by materializing the 

emotional reaction and confusion of American society via laying the foundation of fresh subject 

positions. Whether or not that intervention was successful in terms of reshaping American 

identities, it for sure made possible that �in the weeks following 9/11, a terrorist attack � [came] 

� to merit the full response of the U.S. military and the creation of an unprecedented coalition of 

allies�168. 

 

It is not the purpose of this section, or this thesis to comment on or check the validity of this 

military response. The motivation, instead, is to discuss the ways in which George W. Bush, in 

his speeches, discursively rearticulated American social identity in compliance with a 

neoconservative discursive formation that pursued hegemony to alter and recreate American 

�objectivity� and �self� through social antagonisms. 
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167 Bush, George W. �Statement by the President in his Address to the Nation�. September 11, 2001 
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�If you�re not with me, then you�re my enemy�. 

Anakin Skywalker169 

 

�Precisely in such moments of apparent  

clarity of choice, mystification is total�. 

Slavoj �i�ek170 

 

PART 2: DISCOURSE THEORY AT WORK 

 

4. Analyzing George W. Bush�s Speeches 

Four rhetorical speeches are selected for thorough analytical deconstruction, to consolidate the 

theoretical argumentations this dissertation has thus far maintained. They have all been presented 

within ten days following September 11, and are among the key oratories in terms of suggesting 

�to shape perceptions of violent events and their principal actors�171, and endeavoring to structure 

a hegemonic �totality of signifying sequences that together constitute a � framework for what 

can [and should] be said and done�172 in the aftermath of, and as a response to the attacks. I argue 

that in these speeches, George W. Bush rearticulates American social identity within a 

neoconservative discursive formation that embraces the three main discourses of �War on 

Terrorism�, �Religion, and �Liberal Democracy�; which respectively set sight on (re)constructing 

subject positions of �a nation at war�, �a nation under God�, and �a nation of democratic-capitalist 

values�. The first three speeches revolve predominantly around these themes, where the last one 

issues their combined resolution. The three categories certainly cannot be expected to fit par 

excellence to each speech, but instead, they will gradually progress, interconnect, and become 

exponentially tangible as our evaluation advances. 

 

Due to the previously identified hegemony-seeking character of these speeches, I will 

intentionally follow a grammatical shift in this section to pacify at times the receiver group �

American society-, as if the hegemonic attempt has been entirely successful and identities are 

fully committed to what George W. Bush pronounces. In so doing, I hope to purify my narration 

                                                
169 Lucas, George. Star Wars Episode III - Revenge of the Sith. Lucasfilm, 2005. 
170 �i�ek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real, p. 54. 
171 Livingston, Steven. The Terrorism Spectacle. Boulder: Westview Press, 1991, p. 178. 
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by the disposal of repeated prefixes such as �attempt to-� or �strive to-�; every time hegemonic 

inspirations are in question. This, however, should not be taken to cause inconsistency with our 

original motivation to restrain from dealing with whether the neoconservative discursive 

formation can be considered as hegemonic intervention; for it is not the focus of this thesis to 

measure American citizens� level of identification with Bush�s discursive re-articulation of social 

subject positions. 

 

4.1 Bush�s Address to the Nation; Sept. 11, 2001173 

Within twelve hours following the aftermath, George W. Bush has made a speech that 

hegemonically ascertained a cognitive erection of conflicting identities: 

 
Good evening. Today, our fellow citizens, our way of life, our very freedom came under attack in a 

series of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts. The victims were in airplanes, or in their offices; 

secretaries, businessmen and women, military and federal workers; moms and dads, friends and 

neighbors. Thousands of lives were suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of terror. 

 

The emphasis on the repeated �our� in the first line requires attention, due to its implication to the 

personal pronoun �us�. Recalling Laclau and Mouffe�s trajectory that it is not until someone 

speaks of a group that it is constituted as one; it is visible that a ��fellow citizenry� has been 

invoked� in this sentence, �united within its symbolic territory of a �way of life� and its 

�freedoms��174. �Grammatically, the president creates a united nation�, -an imagined community- 

right in the beginning; constructing the eligible listeners as individual members to this totality175. 

The next sentence defines the different identities the victims of the attacks held. What is 

noticeable is; the specificity of those identities described is gradually abstracted: on the range 

from the unique identity the victims carried in relation to having flown in one of the crashed 

planes, -which includes hundreds of Americans-; to their identities as friends and neighbors, -

which coincides with the identities of almost all Americans. This way, George W. Bush 

establishes a chain of equivalence between the victims and the rest of the mythically �unified 

society�; as the listener Americans �are (re)made Americans-under attack�176 by being equalized 

to the actual sufferers. This was made possible, as it will be seen in the course of the oration, 

through contrasting the addressed with a shared enemy, i.e. by social antagonism. Against a 
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sharply differentiated �other� �the attacker; Americans of dissimilar identity types were 

homogenized into an overdetermined177 chain of a nationally equivalent group. The terrorist act 

was directed not only to the ones in planes and buildings, but towards every single subject of that 

imagined group- the grounds of which are built-up through �convergence by divergence�178: 

 
The pictures of airplanes flying into buildings, fires burning, huge structures collapsing, have filled us 

with disbelief, terrible sadness, and a quiet, unyielding anger. These acts of mass murder were intended 

to frighten our nation into chaos and retreat. But they have failed; our country is strong.  

 

A great people has been moved to defend a great nation. Terrorist attacks can shake the foundations of 

our biggest buildings, but they cannot touch the foundation of America. These acts shattered steel, but 

they cannot dent the steel of American resolve.  

 

America was targeted for attack because we're the brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the 

world. And no one will keep that light from shining.  

 

Today, our nation saw evil, the very worst of human nature. And we responded with the best of America 

-- with the daring of our rescue workers, with the caring for strangers and neighbors who came to give 

blood and help in any way they could.  

 

For the �pictures of airplanes flying into buildings� in the first paragraph, �i�ek wrote that �while 

the number of victims -3,000- is repeated all the time, it is surprising how little of the actual 

carnage we see [on TV] � no dismembered bodies, no blood, no desperate faces of dying people 

� in clear contrast to reporting on Third World catastrophes�. He argues that this is �proof of 

how, even in this tragic moment, the distance which separates Us from Them, from their reality, 

is maintained: the real horror happens there, not here�179. Interestingly, several of these 

contradistinctions are discernible in the words of George W. Bush: �[e]vil and worst in human 

nature are met by the best in America -daring and caring. �Despicable acts� and �mass murder� 

are contrasted with �brightest beacon of freedom,� justice, and peace�180. This �constitutive 

outside�, in the second paragraph, transforms �a great people� into �a great nation�. Americans 

are not only a sutured group of people anymore; they are a nation, based on the �steel of 

American resolve� that is under attack. Bush�s suggestion that �they have failed� inescapably 

forms a chain of difference to make a division among �us� �the attacked: �physical� and �moral� 

                                                
177 See Section 2.6 for definition of the term.  
178 Smith, Craig Allen, and Kathy B. Smith. The White House Speaks: Presidential Leadership as Persuasion. 
Westport, CT: Praeger, 1994, p. 21. 
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victims181. Not the physical, but the psychological aim of the attacks was unsuccessful, he 

implies, for otherwise there could not have been failure on �their� side given the victims on �ours�. 

The chain of difference, then, seeks to build confidence in the listener �moral victims�; since 

although physical harm has been done, for the remaining Americans, �our country �the 

foundation of America- is strong�. 

 

Undoubtedly, �September 11 assault� is the key signifier of this speech -after all, it is the reason 

that necessitated a presidential address in the first place. It is around how this empty signifier is 

discursively located and filled in that other signs that delineate antagonistic identities are 

sculpted. As previously discussed (in section 3.2), Bush conceptualizes/fills with meaning 

September 11 under a particular rationale: �America was targeted for attack because we're the 

brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the world. And no one will keep that light from 

shining�. Terrorists have targeted America, he declares, hegemonically scrubbing out all question 

marks, �because they can�t stand freedom; they hate what America stands for�182. �In this � 

perspective, the terrorists are turned into an irrational abstract agency�183. Accordingly, through 

abstractive chains of equivalence, the identities of �them� are articulated with the respective signs 

�deadly, evil, despicable, terror, mass murder, frighten, failure, and worst of human nature�. 

What describes �us�, on the other hand, is fixed with meaning within moments on account of their 

differential characters: �strong, great people, great nation, brightest beacon for freedom, 

opportunity, light, daring and caring�. Further traits associated to this antagonistic duality of 

master signifiers henceforth will be marked in bold in Bush�s speech-texts; where identification 

of which belongs to which group, I believe, will be palpable from his sentences. 

 

Bush�s inflexibly simplified politico-rhetorical explanation of the events, -which is connected to 

his construal of �freedom� we will inspect in the following subsections-; additionally makes an 

allusion to what will be taken as necessary governmental reaction in conformity with that 

determinant articulation, in order to preserve �the shining of the beacon�. The speech will very 

shortly provide the relevant strategy, by fully exposing the discourse in which the floating 

signifier �September 11 assault� is located. Bush, however, first has to solidify his position as the 

legitimate representative of the group under construction: 

 

                                                
181 Leudar, Ivan, Victoria Marsland, and Jirí Nekvapil. �On Membership Categorization: �Us�, �Them� and �Doing 
Violence� in Political Discourse�, in Discourse and Society 15, no 2-3 (2004), p. 247. 
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Immediately following the first attack, I implemented our government's emergency response plans. Our 

military is powerful, and it's prepared. Our emergency teams are working in New York City and 

Washington, D.C. to help with local rescue efforts.  

 

Our first priority is to get help to those who have been injured, and to take every precaution to protect 

our citizens at home and around the world from further attacks.  

 

The functions of our government continue without interruption. Federal agencies in Washington which 

had to be evacuated today are reopening for essential personnel tonight, and will be open for business 

tomorrow. Our financial institutions remain strong, and the American economy will be open for 

business, as well.  

 

The search is underway for those who are behind these evil acts. I've directed the full resources of our 

intelligence and law enforcement communities to find those responsible and to bring them to justice. 

 

George W. Bush, in these lines, frequently uses the pronoun �I� in grammatically active clauses, 

where he ends up predicating something �ours�: �I implemented our government's emergency 

response plans�; �I've directed the full resources of our intelligence�. This way, first, he stresses 

on his position and competency as the leader of the �organic nation� to allocate its resources and 

command its institutions. Second; carefully inspecting the underlined parts, it is observed that the 

connotation of the word �our� gets incredibly blurry. It is not precisely lucid in the different 

contexts whether Bush refers to �our military, �our first priority�, �our intelligence�, or �our 

financial institutions� as belonging to the nation, or as to the Bush government. They are 

submitted in the form of a mixture. These inferences, I hold, exemplify the discourse-theoretical 

statement that a group and its representative are created in one movement. By ambiguously and 

discursively consubstantiating the will of society and what belongs to it with those of the 

government; George W. Bush seeks to unite civil society and political society to establish an 

integral state; as represented in the relevant Gramscian formula which affirms that the �integral 

state� must be the sum of �civil society� and �political society� in order for �hegemony [to be] 

protected by an armour of coercion�184. In so doing, Bush claims to guide the American society 

through moral-intellectual leadership at the ethico-political level to normalize and rationalize his 

hegemonic position and actions. Especially taking into consideration the witnessed controversy at 

the time about the 2000 election results and the questioned legitimacy of George W. Bush as the 

president, the significance of this rationalization attempt should crystallize further. Let us 
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continue with how he finalizes the consolidation of his role as the representative hegemonic 

agent: 

 
I appreciate so very much the members of Congress who have joined me in strongly condemning these 

attacks. And on behalf of the American people, I thank the many world leaders who have called to offer 

their condolences and assistance.  

 

In the first sentence, the Congress, or -borrowing Althusser�s terminology- an ideological state 

apparatus �within which subjects acquire and exercise their individual rights and �freedom��185, 

joins the president. In the second, Bush speaks �on behalf of the American people�. In both cases 

he emphasizes on and strengthens his �ability to set the agenda and speak for the nation� 186 he 

has hitherto discursively totalized. Thus, since domestic institutions and foreign nations uphold 

his guidance for and leading position over the American society; Bush now can legitimately 

introduce the discourse and its nodal point in and around which the floating signifier �September 

11 attacks� is to be conceptualized. Surprisingly, without accentuating, he announces it as an 

already given piece of information: 

 
America and our friends and allies join with all those who want peace and security in the world, and we 

stand together to win the war against terrorism.  

 

The articulation of �September 11� is completed here, as it is firmly located in the discourse of 

�war on terrorism�. The nodal point of this speech, at this very point, transpires as �war�. 

Although Bush had not mentioned �war� in his remarks earlier that day; in the passage the term is 

placed as if it were an objective and pre-given construal of the events; which points out to his 

government�s executive project as the natural solution: �America was attacked because they hate 

freedom, and this requires a war on terrorism�. Without commenting on the quality of that 

reasoning, it should be perceivable that George W. Bush�s discourse strives to reinstate politics 

through waging a war against an irrationally antagonistic �other� that is detached from all sorts of 

historical connections; which renders this war�s rational necessity �approved also by the 

Congress and allies- scientifically and instrumentally unquestionable. Besides further uniting the 

�nation� against the demonized �other�, this perfectly illustrates an attempt of what Laclau and 

Mouffe call hegemonic intervention, through which the American society is �depoliticized�; and 

the undecidable nature of the political caused by the attacks ceases to exist, as the events are 
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cognitively molded into an unambiguous discourse with simple, clear-cut objectives. I argue that 

the moral-intellectual structuration of the American �objectivity� as such is extremely critical in 

terms of the discourse-theoretical logic that American social identity will inevitably be articulated 

hereafter in relation to the internalization of this essentialist neoconservative ethico-political 

ambiance. 

 

As the speech closes to an end, another identity-type to be associated with the American society, -

which Bush will expand on in his next oration-, is hinted as follows: 

 
Tonight, I ask for your prayers for all those who grieve, for the children whose worlds have been 

shattered, for all whose sense of safety and security has been threatened. And I pray they will be 

comforted by a power greater than any of us, spoken through the ages in Psalm 23: "Even though I walk 

through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil, for You are with me."  

(�) 

Thank you. Good night, and God bless America. 

 

We discussed earlier through �i�ek and Chomsky that the identity crisis caused by September 11 

was due to the American society�s subconscious awareness of being isolated from a chaotic 

world. Referring to the ones �whose worlds have been shattered�, and �sense of safety and 

security has been threatened�, George W. Bush addresses Americans suffering from that 

collapsed identity187. Subsequently, in order to repair their �self�, and transfer the confusion of 

undecidability into a new discursive configuration, he, -having just clarified how to interpret the 

attacks-, rearticulates American social identity via establishing subject positions of religious 

commitment. He asks people to pray, and as well personally prays for them. Via seeking for 

comfort together in a power �greater than any of us�, he creates a final chain of equivalence 

between himself and the people, for again unifying civil and political society, but this time under 

God.  

 

Let us leave what is to be said on Bush�s Biblical quotation and repeated �God bless America� to 

the detailed analysis of his religious discourse that is substantially utilized in his speech made at 

the National Cathedral, Washington D.C. three days after the events. 

 

                                                
187 �Security�, here, emerges as another key signifier in the discourse of �war on terrorism, to be expanded on in the 
following oratories. 
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4.2 Bush�s Remarks at National Day of Prayer and Remembrance; Sept. 14, 2001188 

A television commentator said Bush�s remarks at the cathedral were �not only to comfort the 

nation in its grief, but to prepare it�189. Discourse-theoretical translation of this observation would 

be that a �nation under God�, in this speech, subjoins and fuses with the pre-articulated �nation at 

war�. The opening statements demonstrate the identical sequence, as well as insinuating what the 

nation is being �prepared� for: 

 
We are here in the middle hour of our grief.  So many have suffered so great a loss, and today we 

express our nation's sorrow. We come before God to pray for the missing and the dead, and for those 

who love them.  

(�) 

Now come the names, the list of casualties we are only beginning to read � They are the names of 

passengers who defied their murderers, and prevented the murder of others on the ground.  They are 

the names of men and women who wore the uniform of the United States, and died at their posts. 

 

The first paragraph assembles �us� under the divine power: �we come before God� to express the 

nation�s grief and sorrow. Noteworthy is that �coming before God� is put forth as the natural and 

objective way of sadness utterance for the nation Bush discursively homogenizes: �the nation is in 

pain, thus it prays�; resembling his previous logic that �America was attacked because they hate 

freedom, and this requires a war on terrorism�. The discourse plainly seeks to manufacture 

identity-types via the Althusserian process of interpellation, as Americans are hailed here through 

religious-ideological subject positions to appeal and identify with. In the second paragraph 

quoted, the physical victims of the attacks who disallowed the killing of others on the ground are 

signified into moments of epic/heroic/combatant human figures, around the pre-mentioned nodal 

point �war�. They are not solely citizens who saved lives, but are represented as American 

soldiers fighting in the war against terrorism, who wore �the uniform of the United States, and 

died at their posts�. The chain of equivalence set up on the night of the events that equalized the 

actual sufferers with the rest of America is functional here to entail that it is not only the physical 

victims, but the moral victims as well that are to take their �posts� at the imminent war: 

 
 Just three days removed from these events, Americans do not yet have the distance of history.  But our 

responsibility to history is already clear: to answer these attacks and rid the world of evil.  
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War has been waged against us by stealth and deceit and murder.  This nation is peaceful, but fierce 

when stirred to anger.  This conflict was begun on the timing and terms of others.  It will end in a way, 

and at an hour, of our choosing.  

 

Evoking Lacan�s psychoanalytical theory of identities revolving around the permanent condition 

of lack, we have covered that a hegemonic agent may promise society a path to overcome the lack 

in order to assure fullness again. Having converged the attention on the casualties at length in the 

beginning (see full text in Appendix 1.2), Bush reminded of the lack of �security� -another key 

signifier in the discourse of �war on terrorism�-; which needs to be perpetually, in a way, 

mythically, disposed of. In view of that, how to prevail over the lack is purported, firmed up with 

a historically referenced duty that is �already clear�: �answer these attacks and rid the world of 

evil�. The suggested solution does not only bear retaliation, but in seeking to �rid the world of 

evil�, �a war-, guarantees a noble and just full suture: first, by automatically placing �us� on the 

side of the �good�; second, dehumanizing and further abstracting the antagonistic other into a 

totalized body of malevolence; and third, adding a universalistic significance to fight for the 

�world�. In the following sentence, the repeated discursive realization of September 11 as �war 

has been waged against us� does not necessitate any justification any more, but only depoliticizes 

a military response. The national character he articulates corresponds to this reaction, for it is 

�peaceful�, yet �fierce� when stirred to anger �waged war against. 

 

Bush announces in the same paragraph that the mythical perfection of security, -state of full 

suture-, was violated �on the timing and terms of others�; akin to the individual�s psychological 

lack, being caused by the separation from the mother�s womb at a time and place beyond his/her 

control. Symbolically representing the lack as such, Bush pledges that �this conflict� �the 

primordial separation- will be ended �in a way, and at an hour, of our choosing�; speaking to the 

listener�s subconscious desire to become �one� again with the mother, and dissolving it in a gift-

wrapped �war for security against evil�. In so doing, he undertakes the pledge of delivering 

society full control over its psychosomatic lack, with a power in the extent that bestows the 

competency of �choosing� �how� and �when� to get rid of it. This promised suture, however, has 

double-stitches. War constitutes one, Religion, as we will now see, the other: 

  
Our purpose as a nation is firm. Yet our wounds as a people are recent and unhealed, and lead us to 

pray.  In many of our prayers this week, there is a searching, and an honesty. 

(�) 
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This world He created is of moral design.  Grief and tragedy and hatred are only for a time.  Goodness, 

remembrance, and love have no end. And the Lord of life holds all who die, and all who mourn. 

 

The national purpose has already been clarified, yet the path proposed involves extreme 

antagonistic definitions of �us� and �them�. Bush�s discourse on �Religion� with the nodal point 

�God�, at this point, not only contributes to the healing of �recent wounds�, but is employed in 

order to maintain and strengthen the strict differentiation between �enemies� and �allies�; and 

�good� and �evil�. Religion, at the undecidable environment of the political, �doesn�t just replace 

doubt with certainty, it replaces ambiguity with dualism�, and �[b]y positioning himself on the 

side of the good �of God- � [Bush] � places himself above discussion and worldly debate�: 

�the belief is codified, takes hold, and rises above the level where it might be questioned�190. The 

Biblical quotation from Psalm 23 at the end of the first speech verifies this rationale; saying �I 

fear no evil, for You are with me� linked with �God bless America�: since God�s side is �ours�, 

the indisputability of this assurance comforts and empowers �us�, and justifies �our� cause against 

�the evil�. 

 

The first paragraph of the above passage utilizes religion as the second stitch for social suture in 

this manner. America�s firm �purpose as a nation�, -the militaristic chase for social closure-, is 

complementary to/supplementary with �praying� in the line below, �caused by the conjoined 

needs �to be consoled� and, more importantly, �be divinely confirmed and strengthened� by the 

omnipotent power for triumphing against evil. The concurrence of �prayers� with the �national 

drive� is of significance in terms of uniting the discourse of �War� with that of �Religion�. 

Through introducing the latter to heal the apparent lack of spiritual relief, and using it as a means 

of justification for sharpening the contrast between �us� and �them� �therefore, for war-; Bush 

attaches a transcendental badge of �goodness� and �rightness� to the side of �ours�. Moreover, in 

the same paragraph, the repetition of the �natural� correlation between �unhealed wounds�-

�leading to pray� cannot but be noticed, where praying is again depicted as an essentially 

inevitable consequence of pain; cementing further religiously organized subject positions. 

 

While saying, �in many of our prayers this week, there is a searching�, the word �searching� 

added within the signifier of �prayers� is I believe of importance. According to the lines of our 

theoretical contemplations, it can be held that by referring to a �search� in �prayers�, George W. 

                                                
190 Frank, Justin A. Bush on the Couch: Inside the Mind of the President. New York: HarperCollins, 2004, p. 69, 54, 
61. 
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Bush both literally and empirically represents the psychological strive to attain closure over the 

�lack� via applying the discourse of Religion. What the prayers search for -at the symbolic level- 

is full suture; thus, they are the second stitch alongside that of war. This search, which is 

interrelated to the lack of security, and of a belief/thought system at the undecidability of 

September 11; ends up in Bush�s offering of a moral design created around the nodal point �God�: 

�This world He created is of moral design�, where we meet in the same paragraph the severe 

binary antagonisms of this religiously-driven world again: �Grief and tragedy and hatred�, on one 

side, yet �Goodness, remembrance, and love�, on the other. The two stitches articulate and make 

�society possible� for the case of America, as they are successfully affixed in the following 

clause: 

 
Our unity is a kinship of grief, and a steadfast resolve to prevail against our enemies.  And this unity 

against terror is now extending across the world. 

(�) 

In every generation, the world has produced enemies of human freedom.  They have attacked America, 

because we are freedom's home and defender.  And the commitment of our fathers is now the calling 

of our time. 

 

What this subsection has contended is summarized by the first sentence. Bush, having promised 

full closure, a jouissance191 to American society canalized through �War� and �God�; 

characterizes the organic American unity as �a kinship of grief�, -where grief, as seen, guided 

identities to �religion� in a �natural� directness-, and �a steadfast resolve to prevail against our 

enemies� ��war on terrorism�. Furthermore, the universality of this cause is acclaimed by another 

chain of equivalence between �us� and �globally extending� objectivities that parallel �ours� 

�against terror�. Reminding in the other paragraph once more why America has been attacked, 

again makes an emphasis on �freedom�, -a concept that we will be scrutinizing in its linkage to 

liberal democracy in the third and fourth orations. It is interesting to draw attention here, 

however, to how the passage gets to mean -in the way it is put- that �in every generation, enemies 

of human freedom attack America�. This inference brackets America as the �ultimate defender of 

freedom� independent of time-related concerns, while fastening its foundational raison d�être into 

�freedom protection�, since it has been assaulted by freedom haters in every generation of its 

history. �Commitment to our fathers�, in this sense, both renders all Americans in a family-like, 

historically tied entity; but as well constructs consciousness of the �sacrifice-requiring burden�, -

                                                
191 Lacanian term referring to full sensual pleasure. 
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heavy price of �freedom�- that belonging entails. Nationalistic articulations as such are 

inseparable from the religious discourse of Bush�s sermon�s closing statements: 

 
On this national day of prayer and remembrance, we ask almighty God to watch over our nation, and 

grant us patience and resolve in all that is to come.  We pray that He will comfort and console those who 

now walk in sorrow.  We thank Him for each life we now must mourn, and the promise of a life to 

come.  

 

As we have been assured, neither death nor life, nor angels nor principalities nor powers, nor things 

present nor things to come, nor height nor depth, can separate us from God's love.  May He bless the 

souls of the departed.  May He comfort our own.  And may He always guide our country.  

 

God bless America.  

 

Laclau and Mouffe have coined the term �strong poet�, for a person �who affirms the � 

contingency of the world and knows how to take political advantage of that � by aiming to 

imagine and realize a host of new political projects that carry the promise of further 

emancipation�192. Bush, I maintain, is a potential strong poet within two manners: first, in the 

literal sense, regarding his capability to make a �poetic� national-religious speech like above, as 

opposed to a �prosaic� one193. Underlined pieces of parallel repetitions not only intensify his 

religious discourse of legitimation that is exercised profoundly in this oration, but as well assist 

procuring a motivational ending to it, blessed and confirmed by God. Second, on the theoretical 

account of Laclau and Mouffe, Bush again attempts to be a strong poet, due to his struggle for 

hegemonic agency; yet within the clarification that �political advantage� mentioned in the 

definition denotes not to personal aspirations, but to ideological incentives. �Further 

emancipation� through George W. Bush�s  rhetorical �project� will be suggested by the 

amalgamation of the �Liberal Democratic� discourse in the setting, as the next speech will 

hopefully demonstrate the completion of this neoconservative discursive formation and its 

ideology accordingly. 

 

                                                
192 Torfing, p. 306. 
193 For more on Poetic-Prosaic speech types, see for instance, Gee, James Paul. �Units in the production of narrative 
discourse�, in Discourse Processes 9, (1986), pp. 391-422. 
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4.3 �Today We Mourned, Tomorrow We Work�; Sept. 16, 2001194 

As may be remembered, Bush saw the need to mention in the first speech we have evaluated that 

American �financial institutions remain[ed] strong� and would �be open for business [the next 

day]�; implying and highlighting the continuation of ordinary economic activities. Five days later, 

his speech begins with a stronger orientation to the national economy: 

 
Today, millions of Americans mourned and prayed, and tomorrow we go back to work.  Today, people 

from all walks of life gave thanks for the heroes; they mourn the dead; they ask for God's good graces 

on the families who mourn, and tomorrow the good people of America go back to their shops, their 

fields, American factories, and go back to work.  

 

Having drawn on nationalism, heroism, the authority of God, and aligning God with the nation-

state195; Bush�s message to society in this passage is to �go back to work�. The signifier 

�working�, underpinned within a plainly religious discourse, is represented in a denotation 

reminding of Max Weber�s �Protestant work ethic�, which seeks to theorize the 

interconnectedness of Protestantism and capitalism in a historically referential methodology. 

�The spirit of capitalism�, he writes, is �an ethically coloured maxim for the conduct of life�196. 

That �capitalist spirit� is embedded in a national-religious work ethic in the words of Bush, as he 

advises �after several Godly statements in the same paragraph- the �good people of America � 

[to] � go back to work�. American people�s �goodness� derives from being faithful on the side of 

God, which leads them in a Weberian manner to their �shops, fields, factories� to practice that 

spirituality. This is where, I suggest, the conjoined discourses of �war on terrorism� and �religion� 

are beginning to absorb in another discourse, with the nodal point �working�. The religious 

connection with that nodal point is already established in the above excerpt; though the 

militaristic attachment is yet to be materialized in the next:    

 
I've got great faith in the American people. (�) I also have faith in our military.  And we have got a job 

to do - just like the farmers and ranchers and business owners and factory workers have a job to do.  My 

administration has a job to do, and we're going to do it.  We will rid the world of the evil-doers.  We 

will call together freedom loving people to fight terrorism.  

 

                                                
194 Bush, George W. �Remarks by the President Upon Arrival�. September 16, 2001.  
195 Graham, Phil, Thomas K., and Anne-maree Dowd. �A Call to Arms at the End of History: A Discourse�Historical 
Analysis of George W. Bush�s Declaration of War on Terror�, in Discourse and Society 15, no 2-3 (2004), p. 209. 
196 Weber, Max. Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. London: Routledge, 2001, p. 17. 
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Bush has �great faith� both �in the American people�, and �the military�; the two phrases he 

unites in the next sentence in a chain of equivalence formed on the convergence of �working�: 

�we [the military/administration] have a job to do� �just like farmers, ranchers, business owners 

[American people] �have a job to do�. The chain has two fundamental tasks. First, it normalizes 

the military response by reducing it into another type of instrumental profession. Military strike in 

this logic, becomes incontestably �natural�, analogous to the normality of other Americans doing 

their regular jobs. This interconnects the discourse of �war on terrorism� with the new nodal point 

�working�; the discourse of which is still not fully clarified. Second, the chain articulates the 

military within the Protestant work ethic, thus, associates it inseparably with the American 

�conduct of life�, i.e. the American society. �Bush presents the US as a nation of workers who get 

the job done�197, where government and military members are also included in this entirety. The 

cement of this civil-political-military alliance, besides �working�, is the �constitutive outside� that 

crystallizes in the �job description�: to �rid the world of the evil-doers�. That is how �freedom 

loving people� are assembled together �to fight against terrorism�. 

 

The signifier �freedom�, at this point, is noteworthy of elaboration. In the last two subsections, 

Bush has several times repeated his perception of September 11 not only as an assault to 

American citizens, but to the notion of �freedom� itself. He said, �our very freedom came under 

attack�, �because we�re freedoms home and defender�, and �they can�t stand freedom�. What is 

discernible in Bush�s application of the term is that, in all of his speeches given place in this 

dissertation (see Appendix); �freedom� is referred together with an �other� -to be defended 

against- that endangers its existence. It is �attacked� by, and �defended� in opposition to the ones 

who �can�t stand it�. In the most recent example above, as well, �freedom loving people� are 

contrasted with �terrorism�, to validate once again the antagonistic emphasis fixed to the concept. 

Yet, how this signifier is filled in with meaning is far from certain; that is to say, �freedom� is also 

an empty signifier. 

 

I argue that this speech constitutes the introduction to Bush�s discourse of �Liberal Democracy�, 

in which �work� and �freedom� are co-nodal points to discursively (re)construct liberal-

democratic-capitalist subject positions. This new discourse, as shown, has coalesced decisively 

with the discourses of �War on Terrorism� and �Religion� through the articulation of the co-nodal 

point �work� in a religious-militaristic connotation. However, the empty signifier/co-nodal point 

                                                
197 Graham, Keenan, Dowd, p. 211. 
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�freedom� has not fully gained meaning so far to establish such a connection. Its discussed role to 

bring attention to antagonistic forces has consequently formed its linkage to the nodal point of 

�war�; yet still, it is not before Bush�s final oratory we will examine that the term will come to be 

completely elucidated. Given this, Bush hints listeners his construal of �freedom� without using 

the word itself: 

 
�we're facing a new kind of enemy, somebody so barbaric that they would fly airplanes into buildings 

full of innocent people. And, therefore, we have to be on alert in America.  We're a nation of law, a 

nation of civil rights.  We're also a nation under attack.   

 

Talking of �law� and �civil rights�, Bush partly reveals that containing his �notion of freedom is a 

very particular politico-economic ideology that appropriates to itself attributes of 

righteousness�198. The economic aspects of that ideological discourse have been stressed in 

�going back to work�, i.e. the capitalist spirit. Its political features, -drawing on the rule of law, 

civil and human rights-, are represented here in the western capitalist/liberal-democratic notion of 

�freedom�. In section 2.1, we have studied the Saussurean/Derridian contention asserting that 

every signifier acquires its meaning through its différance from other signifiers. Employing that 

(post)structuralist logic, it is conspicuous in Bush�s language that the �righteousness� of his 

compound liberal-democratic ideology stems from, and is underpinned by, the irrational 

�barbarism� of the enemy who wishes to destroy it: �We're a nation of law, a nation of civil rights.  

We're also a nation under attack�. In Bush�s rhetoric by and large, �freedom�, �capitalism� and 

�liberal-democracy� get their meaning and legitimacy through their discursive construction as the 

exact opposite of �evil-doers� and �terrorists�. Since the adversary group is already labeled as 

barbaric fundamentalists in the extreme form of evil, what that group seeks to obliterate must be 

the ultimate inverse of what its stance endorses, i.e. the ideology of civilization and goodness.  

 

Bush�s religious discourse of dual reductionism that we have previously concentrated on has very 

effectively cultivated the sharp black and white milieu to facilitate such an articulation of �liberal 

democracy� -within �freedom�, and all that is good and just. This is how the co-nodal point 

�freedom� is affixed with the discourse of �Religion�. Moreover, being two of the key constituents 

of the same ideological fabrication secures this linkage. In the neoconservative discursive 

formation, the specific signification of �freedom� is not determined through merely its correlation 

                                                
198 Lazar, Annita, and Michelle M. Lazar. �The Discourse of the New World Order: �Out-Casting� the Double Face of 
Threat� in Discourse and Society 15, no 2-3 (2004), p. 228. 
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with the tenets of capitalist liberal democracy and necessity of war; but as we have seen, also with 

a very considerable religious-conformist rhetoric. 

 

Before moving on to the final oratory in which Bush will achieve characterizing his 

understanding of �freedom� �the political side of the ideological coin-, it is significant to 

scrutinize how �working�, �the economic side of the coin- is further reiterated and reemphasized. 

The discourse-positional stabilization of the �capitalist spirit� promoted in relation to the nodal 

points �War� and �God� can be theorized through a Marxist perspective to say that Bush�s 

ideological incentive in this speech is mostly on the base, as opposed to the superstructure. His 

economy and production-related remarks outdistance those of political apparatuses and 

parameters. Conceiving of George W. Bush with respect to historical economism as such should 

obviously not mean that his utterances carry traits of class-consciousness or other Marxist 

considerations; for the national economic color overtly outruns them all: 

 
 
Our economy will come back. We'll still be the best farmers and ranchers in the world. We're still the 

most innovative entrepreneurs in the world. 

(�) 

�I have great faith in the resiliency of the economy.  And no question about it, this incident affected 

our economy, but the markets open tomorrow, people go back to work and we'll show the world.  

 

Through declaring that the �economy will come back�, Bush promises an economic suture of 

security for the lack caused by the interruption of market dynamics, though his conviction 

regarding economic �resiliency� resides in promoting the guidance of a particular capitalist 

channel. The phrase �our economy� in the first line neglects the conception of class-alliances in 

society and discursively homogenizes the economic interests of all Americans. Different relations 

and types of production related to �farmers, ranchers, and entrepreneurs� are totalized in a chain 

of equivalence to signify their belongingness to the American society; the national monolith into 

which economic-ideological identities are constructed. As Cox puts it: this path �implicitly takes 

the production process and the power relations inherent in it as a given element of the national 

interest, and therefore as part of its parameters�199. Two linguistic intimations are operational in 

the structuration of subject positions based on this neo-liberal foundation. First, in saying that 

�this incident affected our economy�, Bush realizes a national-economic entity of �us�, against 

                                                
199 Cox, p. 217. 
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the antagonistic �other� that has challenged it by demolishing its two valuable financial symbols. 

Second, �people go back to work and we�ll show the world� mobilizes the nation in question into 

the global dimension, and ascertains it a unique duty of proving everyone, �not only the evil 

other-, that �we�ll still be the best�. �Being the best� in this context is economy-driven, and hails 

Americans to individually fulfill their functions in the name of preserving the �perfection� of the 

domestic capitalist structure. Besides the base, the final subsection will as well fasten 

superstructural excellence to the substance of American identities. 

 

4.4 Bush Declares �Freedom at War with Fear�; Sept. 20, 2001200 

The last speech to be given place, which was made at the U.S. Capitol nine days after the attacks, 

interweaves, consolidates, and concludes the discursive formation originated upon the 

development of the �war on terrorism�, �religion�, and �liberal democracy� discourses. Bush�s 

opening words, not directly connected to these, begin with implying the unusual consequences of 

their unprecedented situation: 

 
Mr. Speaker, Mr. President Pro Tempore, members of Congress, and fellow Americans: In the normal 

course of events, Presidents come to this chamber to report on the state of the Union.  Tonight, no such 

report is needed.  It has already been delivered by the American people.  

 

�Under contemporary capitalist relations�, writes van der Pijl, �specifically, the state has to 

mythologise itself anew, because its actual functions are too technical to inspire the deeper sense 

of belonging on which earlier types of society relied to legitimate state authority�201. Bush 

authenticates this perspective in the passage by asserting that his legitimacy as the hegemonic 

agent �has already been delivered by the American people�, due to the extraordinariness of the 

circumstances that entitled him a position of certain uniqueness, compared to the presidents �in 

the normal course of events�. Hence, �[t]onight, no such report [on the state of the Union] is 

needed�; since that technicality would not �inspire the deeper sense of belonging� in the American 

society. �Rather, he was representative of the people; he stood as a part for their whole. He spoke 

as their voice, expressing their feelings, as, it seemed, the Constitution mandated�202. 

                                                
200 Bush, George W. �President Declares �Freedom at War with Fear��. September 20, 2001.  
201 van der Pijl, Kees. �The Aesthetics of Empire and the Defeat of the Left�. Notes for the Centre for Global Political 
Economy Seminar on Imperium, December 11, 2002. Published by the University of Sussex, available at: 
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/Units/CGPE/events/conferences/exploring_imperium/conference_papers/vanderPijl-
Imperium.pdf. 
202 Murphy, John M. ��Our Mission and Our Moment�: George W. Bush and September 11th�, in Rhetoric & Public 
Affairs 6, No. 4 (2003), pp. 607-632, p. 613. 
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Mythologizing his authority in a stimulating fashion as such, he goes on to speak on behalf of the 

society to reiterate his previous conceptualization of September 11, and the normalized action to 

be taken in response to it: 

 
Tonight we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend freedom.  Our grief has turned to 

anger, and anger to resolution.  Whether we bring our enemies to justice, or bring justice to our enemies, 

justice will be done. 

 

�September 11 attacks�, -the key signifier of the first discourse of �war on terrorism�-, is linked 

here to the discourse of �liberal democracy� through the co-nodal point �freedom� in order to 

build upon Bush�s particular construal of the events: �September 11 was not solely a terrorist act, 

it was a �call to defend freedom�. In an integral state of unity, how to answer this call was 

decided, according to Bush, following �our grief� that �has turned to anger�. Without 

commenting on his rationale of reaching conclusions out of anger, let us study how that resolution 

associates the nodal points �war� and �freedom� with the key/empty signifier �justice�. Bush talks 

of a specific notion of �justice� in accordance with his ideological understanding of �freedom�, 

which is to be carried out with a �war� in which �whether we bring our enemies to justice, or 

bring justice to our enemies�. �Justice�, then has two meanings. In the first case, the �other� is 

brought to justice, which refers to judicial trial within the rule of law, following the liberal 

democratic norms of �freedom�. In the second, justice is brought to the �other�, which signifies 

seeking to redress the physical infringement upon the United States in a retributive war of 

balancing out. �Freedom� and �war�, then, are inseparable conceptions in Bush�s discourse not 

only because the former has to be defended by the latter and the latter receives its legitimacy out 

of this relationship; but as well because the two can be utilized interchangeably in the promotion 

of �justice�. In the articulation of American identities, �a nation at war� is very firmly brought 

together at this juncture with �a nation of liberal democratic values�; by presenting them not 

mutually exclusive, but rather mutually conditioned in the aftermath of September 11. 

 

The speech henceforward �includes a quasi-dialogue with Americans � [four] questions being 

asked by �Americans� [he asks the questions himself] � and answers provided [again] by 

Bush�203. These are crucial in terms of ascertaining several subject positions of identification to 

the American society; interrelated with the government�s reading of September 11 and its 

                                                
203 Butt, David G., Annabelle Lukin, and Christian M. I. M. Matthiessen. �Grammar�The First Covert Operation of 
War�, in Discourse and Society 15, no 2-3 (2004), p. 270. 
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response strategy, and endorsement of the lack of security204 underpinned by the antagonistic 

other. 

 
Americans have many questions tonight.  Americans are asking: Who attacked our country?  The 

evidence we have gathered all points to a collection of loosely affiliated terrorist organizations known as 

al Qaeda (�) The terrorists' directive commands them to kill Christians and Jews, to kill all Americans, 

and make no distinction among military and civilians, including women and children. 

 

In the answer given to the question of who attacked America, Jacques Lacan�s concept of the lack 

rematerializes in a reinforced manner, articulated again via security apprehensions. The chain of 

equivalence established in the first speech between the physical victims of September 11 and the 

rest of America is once more activated here to affirm that �all Americans� are targeted and in 

danger, including �military, civilians, women, and children�. �Bush�s statements are the 

traditional stock-in-trade of advertising: first, we are told that we ought to be afraid, that our lives 

are incomplete, or that we desperately need something�: �they will kill us all, something must be 

done�. �[T]hen, having been made anxious, we are more or less immediately reassured � � �buy 

my belief system, and your future is assured�205; which is supplied in Bush�s next utterance: 

 
Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there.  It will not end until every terrorist 

group of global reach has been found, stopped and defeated. 

 

We have seen (in section 2.6) that a way for �social discourse and political ideology [to] deal with 

the lack � is to blame someone else for � [it], thus reassuring � that its filling remains 

impossible�206. Bush blames terrorists in this sense; but slightly different from that Lacanian 

outlook, he does not tell Americans that the filling of the lack is unattainable. Contrarily, he 

offers a belief system/solution to overcome the lack that guarantees finding, stopping, and 

defeating �every terrorist group at the global reach�; which is as exaggerated and unrealistic as 

the enemy�s alleged desire to �kill all Americans�. His envisagement promises an impossible 

suture for the lack caused by an exterior threat that upholds impossible ideals. Neither America, 

nor the terrorists are likely to achieve these goals, yet the amplified adversary placed on the two 

extremes perpetuates the lack on the side of the American society -based on fear and the 

condition of war-; making its �filling remain impossible�. Consequently, the discursive 

                                                
204 Bush, as seen, has introduced �security� earlier as a key signifier to represent this lack. 
205 Edwards, John. �After the Fall�, in Discourse and Society 15, no 2-3 (2004), p. 161. 
206 Stavrakakis, p. 28. 
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magnification of the already colossal lack of security, not only structures �objectivity� of anxiety 

and securitization, but also fortifies the bond between September 11 and the nodal point �war�. 

Bush, with strong reference to �freedom�, elucidates in the next piece why the rival group in 

question wants to �kill all Americans�: 

 
Americans are asking, why do they hate us?  They hate what we see right here in this chamber -- a 

democratically elected government.  Their leaders are self-appointed.  They hate our freedoms -- our 

freedom of religion, our freedom of speech, our freedom to vote and assemble and disagree with each 

other � They stand against us, because we stand in their way. 

 

�Freedom� is again manifestly expressed in antagonism with its �haters� that imperil its survival; 

though its signification this time is complete: in �a democratically elected government�. In its 

own accord, the representation of the word �freedom� �in the particularistic sense of western 

capitalist liberal democracy� as such, renders all other political ideologies restricted and 

totalitarian. Bush monopolizes �freedom� by articulating it as the co-nodal point of his �liberal 

democracy� discourse; where the latter is portrayed as the only means to accomplish the former. 

In that way, he fixes liberal democracy to �appear non-ideological � with �freedom� as a 

shorthand for the universal values of humanity � [whereas] � the enemies� values have been 

deliberately politicized and ideologized�207. The insufficient supposition that the antagonists are 

motivated to kill all Americans just because Americans do not have �self-appointed leaders� is 

rationalized like this in Bush�s speech208, since �[o]nly the enemy are � nasty ideologues, 

whereas we stand for the cause of freedom, justice, human rights, etc. From this perspective, 

liberal democracy is not an ideology so much as an ideal state of affairs�209. This reminds of 

Bush�s religious discourse in which he situated his argument of �war� above worldly debate by 

aligning with �God�; like he now raises liberal democracy above politico-ideological debate by 

aligning it with �freedom�. In the following passage, Bush�s listeners will be inflicted to make a 

choice between this �beyond-ideology� discourse, and ideological �evil-plotters�210: 

 
Americans are asking:  How will we fight and win this war? (�) Our response involves far more than 

instant retaliation and isolated strikes (�) And we will pursue nations that provide aid or safe haven to 

terrorism. Every nation, in every region, now has a decision to make. Either you are with us, or you are 

with the terrorists. 

                                                
207 Lazar & Lazar, p. 230. 
208 Silberstein writes: �Arguably the resentments that fuel Al Qaeda recruitment go beyond that�, p. 14.  
209 Sims, Stuart. Derrida and the End of History. Cambridge: Icon, 1999, p. 19. 
210 See Appendix 4.4 for full-text of the speech. 
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Bush�s addressees -Americans and other world nations-, in this context, are provided with two 

possible identification positions, where one of the options is by all means unreasonable and 

closed-out from the beginning. The discursive articulation of the antagonistic poles with 

�goodness and freedom� on one side, and �wickedness and terror� on the other; molds cognitive 

structures in such a way that the only acceptable preference is the one that is submitted by George 

W. Bush. Strongly objecting to this dual reductionism, �i�ek says: �[i]s it not that, within the 

terms of this choice, it is simply not possible to choose �fundamentalism�? What is problematic in 

the way the ruling ideology imposes this choice on us is not �fundamentalism�, but, rather, 

democracy itself: as if the only alternative to �fundamentalism� is the political system of liberal 

parliamentary democracy�211. Under the veil of this binary selection layout, what Bush proposes 

American society is one single identity-type to identify with, which is shaped and firmed within 

the discourse of liberal democracy; yet further strengthened to initiate a war: 

 
And tonight, a few miles from the damaged Pentagon, I have a message for our military:  Be ready.  I've 

called the Armed Forces to alert, and there is a reason.  The hour is coming when America will act, and 

you will make us proud. 

 

This is not, however, just America's fight.  And what is at stake is not just America's freedom.  This is 

the world's fight.  This is civilization's fight.  This is the fight of all who believe in progress and 

pluralism, tolerance and freedom. (�) The civilized world is rallying to America's side. 

(�) 

Freedom and fear are at war.  The advance of human freedom -- the great achievement of our time, and 

the great hope of every time -- now depends on us.   

 

Immediately after requesting the Armed Forces to be ready, Bush claims that �what is at stake is 

not just America's freedom�, and this is the civilization�s fight; to create a chain of equivalence 

between America and the rest of the world �who believe[s] in progress and pluralism, tolerance 

and freedom�. Pertinent to the first speech where America was depicted as �the brightest beacon 

for freedom and opportunity in the world�, [t]he central core of � [this chain] � is the portrayal 

of America (its system, values, and so on) as a universal symbol. To say that by attacking the 

United States the terrorists attacked the world is to suggest that America is the world � or, at least, 

is what the rest of the world aspires to become�212. Locating America in an international 

surrounding where it is universally admired and emulated, Bush receives confirmation and 
                                                
211 �i�ek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real, p. 3. 
212 Edwards, p. 157. 
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justification for the American way of life he has hitherto discursively articulated -based on 

capitalism and religion. Moreover, due to the guiding light America bears as the leader of the 

�civilized world�, Bush characterizes the forthcoming war as entirely altruistic: �[t]he advance of 

human freedom � now depends on us�. The war is inserted a dimension of �goodness� and 

�benevolence� in correspondence to where America stands in Bush�s religious discourse; since it 

is a necessity stemming out of the burden of protecting freedom -�the great hope of every time�- 

in and for the world. America�s �being the best� economically, which was a theme we have 

observed at the end of Bush�s previous speech, is accompanied and supplemented by ethico-

political superiority in this case, where for Americans, to identify with the �war� is facilitated.  

 

In the answer to the first question he asked on behalf of the American society, Bush has 

structured an atmosphere of securitization and fear based on the lack. To the second, he 

monopolized and depoliticized the concept of �freedom�, along with his discourse of �liberal 

democracy�. To the third, he stressed on the antagonistically �ideologized� enemy and the �war on 

terrorism� in the name of world civilization and freedom. Thanks to the way the final question is 

formulated, Bush, after these constructions, obtains a chance of directly hailing American 

identities through interpellation. He straightforwardly illuminates what his discursive formation 

expects of Americans in the war on terrorism213, thus concretizes and concludes the process of 

subjectivation: 

 
Americans are asking:  What is expected of us?  I ask you to live your lives, and hug your children.  I 

know many citizens have fears tonight, and I ask you to be calm and resolute, even in the face of a 

continuing threat.  

(�) 

[I]t is natural to wonder if America's future is one of fear.  Some speak of an age of terror.  I know there 

are struggles ahead, and dangers to face.  But this country will define our times, not be defined by them. 

 

In suggesting that Americans should �live their lives� and �hug their children�, Bush �implicitly 

distinguish[es] between public and private action, relegating the citizenry to the private sphere 

and avoiding deliberation�214. Instead of intervening with the public sphere, Americans should 

�hug their children�, for it is �an age of terror� where �there are struggles ahead and dangers to 

face� around the nodal point �war�, and the key signifier �security�. Furthermore, �in the face of a 

continuing threat�, Americans should �live their lives� normally; where this normality has thus far 

                                                
213 Notice that the war is not needed to be justified any more at this stage. 
214 Murphy, p. 616. 
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been described around the nodal points of �working� �capitalism-, and �God� �religion-, as the 

next two paragraphs are reminiscent of them respectively: 

 
I ask your continued participation and confidence in the American economy.  Terrorists attacked a 

symbol of American prosperity.  They did not touch its source.  America is successful because of the 

hard work, and creativity, and enterprise of our people.  These were the true strengths of our economy 

before September 11th, and they are our strengths today. 

 

The national-economic discursive structure endangered by the �other�; and the �working� spirit 

that buttresses the condition of possibility for its unity, is maintained in Bush�s reemphasis on 

articulating capitalist subject positions �which was predominant in the third speech scrutinized. 

The last sentence, however, contradicts with the post-9/11 reverberation we have covered (in 

section 1.4) that said �nothing will ever be the same after September 11�: �the true strengths� of 

the American economy before September 11 remain unchanged in the present day, Bush avows. 

The inference from this may be the implication that during the war on terrorism, nothing will ever 

be the same for the other, where American economy �along with its other strengths and virtues- 

will prevail unaffected215. Therefore, Americans are summoned to go back to their customary 

capitalist relations of production to toil for the national purpose with their �hard work � 

creativity, and enterprise�; through a manner in which capitalism is further depoliticized, and 

Americans are kept in the private sphere to sustain the politico-economic status quo ironically in 

a world where �nothing will ever be the same again�. Bush comforts Americans by marking that 

they are not alone on this path: 

  
And, finally, please continue praying for the victims of terror and their families, for those in uniform, 

and for our great country.  Prayer has comforted us in sorrow, and will help strengthen us for the journey 

ahead. (�) The course of this conflict is not known, yet its outcome is certain.  Freedom and fear, 

justice and cruelty, have always been at war, and we know that God is not neutral between them. 

 

Identity-types of religious commitment are entrenched once again as Americans are proposed to 

�continue praying � for those in uniform, and for our great country�. More important than the 

formation of a religious chain equivalence among the American society where non-religious 

citizens are excluded �or basically ignored-216; is I believe the reiteration of �those in uniform�. 

As may be remembered, in the beginning of the second speech, Bush symbolized American 

                                                
215 For change not to happen, nevertheless, certain things had to change in America, as can be seen in Bush�s 
introduction of new securitization measures in the same speech (See Appendix 1.4). 
216 As if the only reasonable and �normal� response to the tragedy is to pray. 
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citizens who saved lives during the incidents as the ones who �wore the uniform of the United 

States, and died at their posts�, in direct reference to war and heroism. That signification of 

�uniform� in association with war is reproduced here to interconnect �War� and �God� once again, 

so that the latter may �strengthen us for the journey ahead� �the former. In addition to its 

articulated qualities of being the best in terms of economic competencies; the champion of an 

ideology that is objectively superior and beyond ideological debate; and a universal ethico-

political symbol, role model and protector for the world; Bush resolutely bestows America the 

omnipotent ratification of God. In the war where America�s �freedom and justice� will fight �fear 

and cruelty�, �we know that God is not neutral between them�, Bush utters, where this celestial 

partiality will expectantly not align with �fear and cruelty� in such a discursive signification of 

antagonistic master signifiers. 

 

Finally, in the closing statements, �I will not forget this wound to our country or those who 

inflicted it�, says George W. Bush, and continues: �I will not yield; I will not rest; I will not relent 

in waging this struggle for freedom and security for the American people�; firming up his strive 

for hegemonic agency to consolidate the ways in which he has hitherto rearticulated American 

social identity in these �among some others- speeches he has presented in the aftermath of 

September 11. 
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�When you say "September 11"  

you are already citing,  

are you not?�  

Jacques Derrida217 

 

5. Concluding Remarks 

 

This dissertation has conceptualized September 11 as an event of the political where �[t]he 

incompleteness of the structural identity constitute[d] the [American] subject as the locus of a 

decision about how to establish itself as a concrete subjectivity with a full achieved identity�218. 

The undecidability was due to the floating/empty signifier219 �September 11 attacks� that 

dislocated the existing discourse of the time; and the incompleteness was the constitutive lack it 

caused, as the old perception of security and isolation was shattered, leading to the failure of 

symbolic representation in that disrupted structure. 

 

American society could not but �aim to identify with one of the emerging hegemonic projects� 

that intrinsically possessed the character of myths, which �seem[ed] to offer a �solution� to the 

�crisis��220. In these circumstances, we have argued, George W. Bush, as the vocal proponent of a 

neoconservative discursive formation, has offered a hegemonic project �a myth- to overcome the 

lack through the discourse of �war on terrorism� �around the nodal point �war�. The process was 

stimulated by a popular social antagonism221 that �establish[ed] a clear-cut political frontier 

which divide[d] the discursive space into two camps�222 of friends and enemies; where �the social 

[was] dominated by one major social antagonism�223 against �evil-doers�, and this binary 

opposition constituted the limits of every objectivity.  

 

Bush�s subsequent introduction of the discourses of �religion� and �liberal democracy� at that 

juncture, -with the nodal point �God�, and co-nodal points �work� and �freedom�, respectively-, 

                                                
217 Borradori, Giovanna. Philosophy in a Time of Terror: Dialogues with Jürgen Habermas and Jacques Derrida. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003, p. 85. 
218 Torfing, p. 149. 
219 Among the two other types of �undecidability� coined in New Reflections on the Revolution of our Time. 
220 Torfing, p. 150. 
221 I do not mean �publicly supported� �although it may be- when utilizing the term �popular�. I use it as opposed to a 
democratic antagonism that refers to minor hegemonic struggles within societies. See, Torfing, p. 126-127. 
222 Ibid, p. 126. 
223 Ibid, p. 127. 
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were to interconnect with the discourse of �war on terrorism� to complete and entrench the 

neoconservative discursive formation that sought to hegemonically impute meaning to � 

[American society�s] � expectations, experiences and interpretations�224; interpellated by its 

ideological practices. 

 

Projects as such for �[t]he mythical filling of the gap in � dislocated structure[s]�; however, 

�also entails the constitution of the identity of the subject�225 as part of the hegemonic endeavor; 

which inspired the main motivation of this research to scrutinize how George W. Bush has 

discursively rearticulated American social identity in his post-9/11 speeches within a 

neoconservative struggle for hegemony. 

 

Analytical and deconstructive inferences of that scrutiny, as elucidated at length in the previous 

section, have demonstrated that George W. Bush�s sought performance of hegemonic agency 

after September 11 has not only been towards global adversaries, as problem-solving approaches 

repeatedly emphasized; but has been, as I have tried to depict in the evaluation of his oratories, as 

well towards the re-articulation of American identities in a way to render the neoconservative 

ideology, and its pertinent mode of life and governmental preferences within the limits of 

instrumental neutrality/normality; to propose a particular path of returning from the political 

undecidability of September 11 to the precision of politics. The ideological incentives of this 

neoconservative discursive formation involved the endorsement of an American nation �at war�, 

�under God�, and �of capitalist/liberal democratic values�; the details to which we have 

illuminated in displaying the promotion of relevant subject positions suggesting multifaceted and 

intertwined sets of resolutions to halt the lack attributed to socially antagonistic forces.  

 

Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe�s discourse-theoretical perspective has provided the 

poststructuralist and neo-Gramscian meta-theoretical contemplations applied in this research, 

where we have been careful not to comment on whether this neoconservative strive for 

hegemony226 has been successful in actually restructuring American social identity to parallel its 

articulation in George W. Bush�s speeches. 

 

                                                
224 Ibid, p. 151. 
225 Ibid, p. 151. 
226 As well, Bush�s strive to be a hegemonic agent. 
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Yet all we can utter without restriction is that the governmental preferences in concordance with 

that articulation has managed him to declare; �[o]n my orders, the United States military has 

begun strikes against al Qaeda terrorist training camps and military installations of the Taliban 

regime in Afghanistan�227 within three weeks following the final speech we have analyzed; and 

that how sad it is, as �i�ek noted, if �the shattering experience of 11 September ultimately served 

as a means of enabling the dominant ideology to �go back to basics��228, and if American social 

identity has linked up with that discursive drift. 

 

                                                
227 Bush, George W. �Presidential Address to the Nation�. October 7, 2001. 
228 �i�ek, Slavoj. �What if Nothing at All has Changed?�, in Times Higher Education Supplement, September 6, 2002, 
p. 13. 
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APPENDIX I 

 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT IN HIS ADDRESS TO THE NATION 

September 11, 2001 

THE PRESIDENT: Good evening. Today, our fellow citizens, our way of life, our very freedom came under 
attack in a series of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts. The victims were in airplanes, or in their offices; 
secretaries, businessmen and women, military and federal workers; moms and dads, friends and neighbors. 
Thousands of lives were suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of terror.  

The pictures of airplanes flying into buildings, fires burning, huge structures collapsing, have filled us with 
disbelief, terrible sadness, and a quiet, unyielding anger. These acts of mass murder were intended to frighten 
our nation into chaos and retreat. But they have failed; our country is strong.  

A great people has been moved to defend a great nation. Terrorist attacks can shake the foundations of our 
biggest buildings, but they cannot touch the foundation of America. These acts shattered steel, but they cannot 
dent the steel of American resolve.  

America was targeted for attack because we're the brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the world. 
And no one will keep that light from shining.  

Today, our nation saw evil, the very worst of human nature. And we responded with the best of America -- with 
the daring of our rescue workers, with the caring for strangers and neighbors who came to give blood and help 
in any way they could.  

Immediately following the first attack, I implemented our government's emergency response plans. Our military 
is powerful, and it's prepared. Our emergency teams are working in New York City and Washington, D.C. to 
help with local rescue efforts.  

Our first priority is to get help to those who have been injured, and to take every precaution to protect our 
citizens at home and around the world from further attacks.  

The functions of our government continue without interruption. Federal agencies in Washington which had to 
be evacuated today are reopening for essential personnel tonight, and will be open for business tomorrow. Our 
financial institutions remain strong, and the American economy will be open for business, as well.  

The search is underway for those who are behind these evil acts. I've directed the full resources of our 
intelligence and law enforcement communities to find those responsible and to bring them to justice. We will 
make no distinction between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor them.  

I appreciate so very much the members of Congress who have joined me in strongly condemning these attacks. 
And on behalf of the American people, I thank the many world leaders who have called to offer their 
condolences and assistance.  

America and our friends and allies join with all those who want peace and security in the world, and we stand 
together to win the war against terrorism. Tonight, I ask for your prayers for all those who grieve, for the 



 
 

 ii 

children whose worlds have been shattered, for all whose sense of safety and security has been threatened. And 
I pray they will be comforted by a power greater than any of us, spoken through the ages in Psalm 23: "Even 
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no evil, for You are with me."  

This is a day when all Americans from every walk of life unite in our resolve for justice and peace. America has 
stood down enemies before, and we will do so this time. None of us will ever forget this day. Yet, we go 
forward to defend freedom and all that is good and just in our world.  

Thank you. Good night, and God bless America.  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010911-16.html 
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PRESIDENT'S REMARKS AT NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER AND REMEMBRANCE 

September 14, 2001 

THE PRESIDENT: We are here in the middle hour of our grief.  So many have suffered so great a loss, and 
today we express our nation's sorrow. We come before God to pray for the missing and the dead, and for those 
who love them.  

On Tuesday, our country was attacked with deliberate and massive cruelty.  We have seen the images of fire 
and ashes, and bent steel.  

Now come the names, the list of casualties we are only beginning to read.  They are the names of men and 
women who began their day at a desk or in an airport, busy with life.  They are the names of people who faced 
death, and in their last moments called home to say, be brave, and I love you.  

They are the names of passengers who defied their murderers, and prevented the murder of others on the 
ground.  They are the names of men and women who wore the uniform of the United States, and died at their 
posts.  

They are the names of rescuers, the ones whom death found running up the stairs and into the fires to help 
others.  We will read all these names.  We will linger over them, and learn their stories, and many Americans 
will weep.  

To the children and parents and spouses and families and friends of the lost, we offer the deepest sympathy of 
the nation.  And I assure you, you are not alone.  

Just three days removed from these events, Americans do not yet have the distance of history.  But our 
responsibility to history is already clear: to answer these attacks and rid the world of evil.  

War has been waged against us by stealth and deceit and murder.  This nation is peaceful, but fierce when 
stirred to anger.  This conflict was begun on the timing and terms of others.  It will end in a way, and at an hour, 
of our choosing.  
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Our purpose as a nation is firm.  Yet our wounds as a people are recent and unhealed, and lead us to pray.  In 
many of our prayers this week, there is a searching, and an honesty.  At St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York on 
Tuesday, a woman said, "I prayed to God to give us a sign that He is still here."  Others have prayed for the 
same, searching hospital to hospital, carrying pictures of those still missing.  

God's signs are not always the ones we look for.  We learn in tragedy that his purposes are not always our own.  
Yet the prayers of private suffering, whether in our homes or in this great cathedral, are known and heard, and 
understood.  

There are prayers that help us last through the day, or endure the night.  There are prayers of friends and 
strangers, that give us strength for the journey.  And there are prayers that yield our will to a will greater than 
our own.  

This world He created is of moral design.  Grief and tragedy and hatred are only for a time.  Goodness, 
remembrance, and love have no end. And the Lord of life holds all who die, and all who mourn.  

It is said that adversity introduces us to ourselves.  This is true of a nation as well.  In this trial, we have been 
reminded, and the world has seen, that our fellow Americans are generous and kind, resourceful and brave.  We 
see our national character in rescuers working past exhaustion; in long lines of blood donors; in thousands of 
citizens who have asked to work and serve in any way possible.  

And we have seen our national character in eloquent acts of sacrifice. Inside the World Trade Center, one man 
who could have saved himself stayed until the end at the side of his quadriplegic friend.  A beloved priest died 
giving the last rites to a firefighter.  Two office workers, finding a disabled stranger, carried her down sixty-
eight floors to safety.  A group of men drove through the night from Dallas to Washington to bring skin grafts 
for burn victims.  

In these acts, and in many others, Americans showed a deep commitment to one another, and an abiding love 
for our country.  Today, we feel what Franklin Roosevelt called the warm courage of national unity.  This is a 
unity of every faith, and every background.  

It has joined together political parties in both houses of Congress. It is evident in services of prayer and 
candlelight vigils, and American flags, which are displayed in pride, and wave in defiance.  

Our unity is a kinship of grief, and a steadfast resolve to prevail against our enemies.  And this unity against 
terror is now extending across the world.  

America is a nation full of good fortune, with so much to be grateful for.  But we are not spared from suffering.  
In every generation, the world has produced enemies of human freedom.  They have attacked America, because 
we are freedom's home and defender.  And the commitment of our fathers is now the calling of our time.  

On this national day of prayer and remembrance, we ask almighty God to watch over our nation, and grant us 
patience and resolve in all that is to come.  We pray that He will comfort and console those who now walk in 
sorrow.  We thank Him for each life we now must mourn, and the promise of a life to come.  

As we have been assured, neither death nor life, nor angels nor principalities nor powers, nor things present nor 
things to come, nor height nor depth, can separate us from God's love.  May He bless the souls of the departed.  
May He comfort our own.  And may He always guide our country.  

God bless America. 

 http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010914-2.html 
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REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT UPON ARRIVAL 

September 16, 2001 

THE PRESIDENT: Today, millions of Americans mourned and prayed, and tomorrow we go back to work.  
Today, people from all walks of life gave thanks for the heroes; they mourn the dead; they ask for God's good 
graces on the families who mourn, and tomorrow the good people of America go back to their shops, their 
fields, American factories, and go back to work.  
 
Our nation was horrified, but it's not going to be terrorized. We're a great nation.  We're a nation of resolve.  
We're a nation that can't be cowed by evil-doers.  I've got great faith in the American people. If the American 
people had seen what I had seen in New York City, you'd have great faith, too.  You'd have faith in the hard 
work of the rescuers; you'd have great faith because of the desire for people to do what's right for America; 
you'd have great faith because of the compassion and love that our fellow Americans are showing each other in 
times of need.  
 
I also have faith in our military.  And we have got a job to do - just like the farmers and ranchers and business 
owners and factory workers have a job to do.  My administration has a job to do, and we're going to do it.  We 
will rid the world of the evil-doers.  We will call together freedom loving people to fight terrorism.  
 
And on on this day of - on the Lord's Day, I say to my fellow Americans, thank you for your prayers, thank you 
for your compassion, thank you for your love for one another.  And tomorrow when you get back to work, work 
hard like you always have.  But we've been warned.  We've been warned there are evil people in this world.  
We've been warned so vividly - and we'll be alert.  Your government is alert.  The governors and mayors are 
alert that evil folks still lurk out there.  
 
As I said yesterday, people have declared war on America, and they have made a terrible mistake, because this 
is a fabulous country.  Our economy will come back.  We'll still be the best farmers and ranchers in the world.  
We're still the most innovative entrepreneurs in the world.  On this day of faith, I've never had more faith in 
America than I have right now.  
 
             Q            Mr. President, are you worried this crisis might send us into a recession?  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  David, I understand that there are some businesses that hurt as a result of this crisis.  
Obviously, New York City hurts.  Congress acted quickly.  We worked together, the White House and the 
Congress, to pass a significant supplemental.  A lot of that money was dedicated to New York, New Jersey and 
Connecticut, as it should be.  People will be amazed at how quickly we rebuild New York; how quickly people 
come together to really wipe away the rubble and show the world that we're still the strongest nation in the 
world.  
 
But I have great faith in the resiliency of the economy.  And no question about it, this incident affected our 
economy, but the markets open tomorrow, people go back to work and we'll show the world.  
 
             Q            Mr. President, do you believe Osama bin Laden's denial that he had anything to do with this?  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  No question he is the prime suspect.  No question about that.  
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             Q            Mr. President, can you describe your conversation with the President of Pakistan and the 
specific comments he made to you? And, in addition to that, do you see other - you've asked Saudi Arabia to 
help out, other countries?  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  John, I will - obviously, I made a call to the leader of Pakistan.  We had a very good, open 
conversation.  And there is no question that he wants to cooperate with the United States.  I'm not at liberty to 
detail specifically what we have asked him to do.  In the course of this conduct of this war against terrorism, I'll 
be asked a lot, and members of my administration will be asked a lot of questions about our strategies and 
tactics.  And in order to protect the lives of people that will be involved in different operations, I'm not at liberty 
to talk about it and I won't talk about it.  
 
But I can tell you that the response from Pakistan; Prime Minister Vajpayee today, of India, Saudi Arabia, has 
been very positive and very straightforward.  They know what my intentions are.  They know my intentions are 
to find those who did this, find those who encouraged them, find them who house them, find those who comfort 
them, and bring them to justice.  
 
I made that very clear.  There is no doubt in anybody's mind with whom I've had a conversation about the intent 
of the United States.  I gave them ample opportunity to say they were uncomfortable with our goal. And the 
leaders you've asked about have said they were comfortable.  They said, we understand, Mr. President, and 
we're with you.  
 
             Q            Mr. President, the Attorney General is going to ask for enhanced law enforcement authority to 
surveil and - things to disrupt terrorism that might be planned here in the United States.  What will that mean for 
the rights of Americans?  What will that mean -  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  Terry, I ask you to talk to the Attorney General about that subject.  He'll be prepared to talk 
about it publicly at some point in time.  But what he is doing is, he's reflecting what I said earlier in my 
statement, that we're facing a new kind of enemy, somebody so barbaric that they would fly airplanes into 
buildings full of innocent people. And, therefore, we have to be on alert in America.  We're a nation of law, a 
nation of civil rights.  We're also a nation under attack.  And the Attorney General will address that in a way 
that I think the American people will understand.  
 
We need to go back to work tomorrow and we will.  But we need to be alert to the fact that these evil-doers still 
exist.  We haven't seen this kind of barbarism in a long period of time.  No one could have conceivably 
imagined suicide bombers burrowing into our society and then emerging all in the same day to fly their aircraft 
- fly U.S. aircraft into buildings full of innocent people - and show no remorse.  This is a new kind of  -- a new 
kind of evil.  And we understand.  And the American people are beginning to understand.  This crusade, this 
war on terrorism is going to take a while.  And the American people must be patient.  I'm going to be patient.  
 
But I can assure the American people I am determined, I'm not going to be distracted, I will keep my focus to 
make sure that not only are these brought to justice, but anybody who's been associated will be brought to 
justice.  Those who harbor terrorists will be brought to justice.  It is time for us to win the first war of the 21st 
century decisively, so that our children and our grandchildren can live peacefully into the 21st century.  
 
             Q            Mr. President, you've declared we're at war and asked those who wear the uniform to get 
ready.  Should the American public also be ready for the possibility of casualties in this war?  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  Patsy, the American people should know that my administration is determined to find, to 
get them running and to hunt them down, those who did this to America.  Now, I want to remind the American 
people that the prime suspect's organization is in a lot of countries - it's a widespread organization based upon 
one thing:  terrorizing.  They can't stand freedom; they hate what America stands for.  So this will be a long 
campaign, a determined campaign - a campaign that will use the resources of the United States to win.  
 
They have roused a mighty giant.  And make no mistake about it:  we're determined.  Oh, there will be times 
when people don't have this incident on their minds, I understand that.  There will be times down the road 
where citizens will be concerned about other matters, and I completely understand that.  But this administration, 
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along with those friends of ours who are willing to stand with us all the way through will do what it takes to 
rout terrorism out of the world.  
 
             Q            Mr. President, in your conversation with Pakistan's leader, was there any request or demand 
you made of him that he failed to satisfy?  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  The leader of Pakistan has been very cooperative.  He has agreed with our requests to aid 
our nation to hunt down, to find, to smoke out of their holes the terrorist organization that is the prime suspect.  
And I am pleased with his response.  We will continue to work with Pakistan and India.  We will work with 
Russia.  We will work with the nations that one would have thought a couple of years ago would have been 
impossible to work with - to bring people to justice. But more than that, to win the war against terrorist activity.  
 
The American people are used to a conflict where there was a beachhead or a desert to cross or known military 
targets.  That may occur. But right now we're facing people who hit and run.  They hide in caves. We'll get them 
out.  
 
The other day I said, not only will we find those who have affected America, or who might affect America in 
the future, we'll also deal with those who harbor them.  
 
             Q            Mr. President, would you confirm what the Vice President said this morning, that at one point 
during this crisis you gave an order to shoot down any civilian airliner that approached the Capitol? Was that a 
difficult decision to make?  
 
THE PRESIDENT:  I gave our military the orders necessary to protect Americans, do whatever it would take to 
protect Americans.  And of course that's difficult.  Never did anybody's thought process about how to protect 
America did we ever think that the evil-doers would fly not one, but four commercial aircraft into precious U.S. 
targets - never.  And so, obviously, when I was told what was taking place, when I was informed that an 
unidentified aircraft was headed to the heart of the capital, I was concerned.  I wasn't concerned about my 
decision; I was more concerned about the lives of innocent Americans.  I had realized there on the ground in 
Florida we were under attack.  But never did I dream we would have been under attack this way.  
 
That's why I say to the American people we've never seen this kind of evil before.  But the evil-doers have 
never seen the American people in action before, either - and they're about to find out.  
 
Thank you all very much.  
 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010916-2.html 
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ADDRESS TO A JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS AND THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

September 20, 2001 

THE PRESIDENT:  Mr. Speaker, Mr. President Pro Tempore, members of Congress, and fellow Americans:    
 
In the normal course of events, Presidents come to this chamber to report on the state of the Union.  Tonight, no 
such report is needed.  It has already been delivered by the American people.  
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We have seen it in the courage of passengers, who rushed terrorists to save others on the ground -- passengers 
like an exceptional man named Todd Beamer.  And would you please help me to welcome his wife, Lisa 
Beamer, here tonight.  (Applause.)  
 
We have seen the state of our Union in the endurance of rescuers, working past exhaustion.  We have seen the 
unfurling of flags, the lighting of candles, the giving of blood, the saying of prayers -- in English, Hebrew, and 
Arabic.  We have seen the decency of a loving and giving people who have made the grief of strangers their 
own.  
 
My fellow citizens, for the last nine days, the entire world has seen for itself the state of our Union -- and it is 
strong.  (Applause.)  
 
Tonight we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend freedom.  Our grief has turned to anger, and 
anger to resolution.  Whether we bring our enemies to justice, or bring justice to our enemies, justice will be 
done.  (Applause.)  
 
I thank the Congress for its leadership at such an important time.  All of America was touched on the evening of 
the tragedy to see Republicans and Democrats joined together on the steps of this Capitol, singing "God Bless 
America."  And you did more than sing; you acted, by delivering $40 billion to rebuild our communities and 
meet the needs of our military.  
 
Speaker Hastert, Minority Leader Gephardt, Majority Leader Daschle and Senator Lott, I thank you for your 
friendship, for your leadership and for your service to our country.  (Applause.)    
 
And on behalf of the American people, I thank the world for its outpouring of support.  America will never 
forget the sounds of our National Anthem playing at Buckingham Palace, on the streets of Paris, and at Berlin's 
Brandenburg Gate.    
 
We will not forget South Korean children gathering to pray outside our embassy in Seoul, or the prayers of 
sympathy offered at a mosque in Cairo.  We will not forget moments of silence and days of mourning in 
Australia and Africa and Latin America.  
 
Nor will we forget the citizens of 80 other nations who died with our own:  dozens of Pakistanis; more than 130 
Israelis; more than 250 citizens of India; men and women from El Salvador, Iran, Mexico and Japan; and 
hundreds of British citizens.  America has no truer friend than Great Britain.  (Applause.)   Once again, we are 
joined together in a great cause -- so honored the British Prime Minister has crossed an ocean to show his unity 
of purpose with America.  Thank you for coming, friend.  (Applause.)  
 
On September the 11th, enemies of freedom committed an act of war against our country.  Americans have 
known wars -- but for the past 136 years, they have been wars on foreign soil, except for one Sunday in 1941.  
Americans have known the casualties of war -- but not at the center of a great city on a peaceful morning.  
Americans have known surprise attacks -- but never before on thousands of civilians.  All of this was brought 
upon us in a single day -- and night fell on a different world, a world where freedom itself is under attack.  
 
Americans have many questions tonight.  Americans are asking:  Who attacked our country?  The evidence we 
have gathered all points to a collection of loosely affiliated terrorist organizations known as al Qaeda.  They are 
the same murderers indicted for bombing American embassies in Tanzania and Kenya, and responsible for 
bombing the USS Cole.  
 
Al Qaeda is to terror what the mafia is to crime.  But its goal is not making money; its goal is remaking the 
world -- and imposing its radical beliefs on people everywhere.  
 
The terrorists practice a fringe form of Islamic extremism that has been rejected by Muslim scholars and the 
vast majority of Muslim clerics -- a fringe movement that perverts the peaceful teachings of Islam.  The 
terrorists' directive commands them to kill Christians and Jews, to kill all Americans, and make no distinction 
among military and civilians, including women and children.  
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This group and its leader -- a person named Osama bin Laden -- are linked to many other organizations in 
different countries, including the Egyptian Islamic Jihad and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan.  There are 
thousands of these terrorists in more than 60 countries.  They are recruited from their own nations and 
neighborhoods and brought to camps in places like Afghanistan, where they are trained in the tactics of terror.  
They are sent back to their homes or sent to hide in countries around the world to plot evil and destruction.  
 
The leadership of al Qaeda has great influence in Afghanistan and supports the Taliban regime in controlling 
most of that country.  In Afghanistan, we see al Qaeda's vision for the world.  
 
Afghanistan's people have been brutalized -- many are starving and many have fled.  Women are not allowed to 
attend school.  You can be jailed for owning a television.  Religion can be practiced only as their leaders dictate.  
A man can be jailed in Afghanistan if his beard is not long enough.    
 
The United States respects the people of Afghanistan -- after all, we are currently its largest source of 
humanitarian aid -- but we condemn the Taliban regime.  (Applause.)  It is not only repressing its own people, it 
is threatening people everywhere by sponsoring and sheltering and supplying terrorists.  By aiding and abetting 
murder, the Taliban regime is committing murder.    
 
And tonight, the United States of America makes the following demands on the Taliban:  Deliver to United 
States authorities all the leaders of al Qaeda who hide in your land. (Applause.)  Release all foreign nationals, 
including American citizens, you have unjustly imprisoned.  Protect foreign journalists, diplomats and aid 
workers in your country.  Close immediately and permanently every terrorist training camp in Afghanistan, and 
hand over every terrorist, and every person in their support structure, to appropriate authorities.  (Applause.)  
Give the United States full access to terrorist training camps, so we can make sure they are no longer operating.    
 
These demands are not open to negotiation or discussion.  (Applause.)  The Taliban must act, and act 
immediately.  They will hand over the terrorists, or they will share in their fate.    
 
I also want to speak tonight directly to Muslims throughout the world.  We respect your faith.  It's practiced 
freely by many millions of Americans, and by millions more in countries that America counts as friends.  Its 
teachings are good and peaceful, and those who commit evil in the name of Allah blaspheme the name of Allah.  
(Applause.)  The terrorists are traitors to their own faith, trying, in effect, to hijack Islam itself.  The enemy of 
America is not our many Muslim friends; it is not our many Arab friends.  Our enemy is a radical network of 
terrorists, and every government that supports them.  (Applause.)  
 
Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does not end there.  It will not end until every terrorist group of 
global reach has been found, stopped and defeated.  (Applause.)  
 
Americans are asking, why do they hate us?  They hate what we see right here in this chamber -- a 
democratically elected government.  Their leaders are self-appointed.  They hate our freedoms -- our freedom of 
religion, our freedom of speech, our freedom to vote and assemble and disagree with each other.  
 
They want to overthrow existing governments in many Muslim countries, such as Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and 
Jordan.  They want to drive Israel out of the Middle East.  They want to drive Christians and Jews out of vast 
regions of Asia and Africa.  
 
These terrorists kill not merely to end lives, but to disrupt and end a way of life.  With every atrocity, they hope 
that America grows fearful, retreating from the world and forsaking our friends.  They stand against us, because 
we stand in their way.  
 
We are not deceived by their pretenses to piety.  We have seen their kind before.  They are the heirs of all the 
murderous ideologies of the 20th century.  By sacrificing human life to serve their radical visions -- by 
abandoning every value except the will to power -- they follow in the path of fascism, and Nazism, and 
totalitarianism.  And they will follow that path all the way, to where it ends:  in history's unmarked grave of 
discarded lies. (Applause.)    
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Americans are asking:  How will we fight and win this war?   We will direct every resource at our command -- 
every means of diplomacy, every tool of intelligence, every instrument of law enforcement, every financial 
influence, and every necessary weapon of war -- to the disruption and to the defeat of the global terror network.  
 
This war will not be like the war against Iraq a decade ago, with a decisive liberation of territory and a swift 
conclusion.  It will not look like the air war above Kosovo two years ago, where no ground troops were used 
and not a single American was lost in combat.  
 
Our response involves far more than instant retaliation and isolated strikes.  Americans should not expect one 
battle, but a lengthy campaign, unlike any other we have ever seen.  It may include dramatic strikes, visible on 
TV, and covert operations, secret even in success.  We will starve terrorists of funding, turn them one against 
another, drive them from place to place, until there is no refuge or no rest.  And we will pursue nations that 
provide aid or safe haven to terrorism.  Every nation, in every region, now has a decision to make. Either you 
are with us, or you are with the terrorists.  (Applause.)  From this day forward, any nation that continues to 
harbor or support terrorism will be regarded by the United States as a hostile regime.  
 
Our nation has been put on notice:  We are not immune from attack.  We will take defensive measures against 
terrorism to protect Americans.  Today, dozens of federal departments and agencies, as well as state and local 
governments, have responsibilities affecting homeland security.  These efforts must be coordinated at the 
highest level.  So tonight I announce the creation of a Cabinet-level position reporting directly to me -- the 
Office of Homeland Security.    
 
And tonight I also announce a distinguished American to lead this effort, to strengthen American security: a 
military veteran, an effective governor, a true patriot, a trusted friend -- Pennsylvania's Tom Ridge.  (Applause.)  
He will lead, oversee and coordinate a comprehensive national strategy to safeguard our country against 
terrorism, and respond to any attacks that may come.    
 
These measures are essential.  But the only way to defeat terrorism as a threat to our way of life is to stop it, 
eliminate it, and destroy it where it grows.  (Applause.)  
 
Many will be involved in this effort, from FBI agents to intelligence operatives to the reservists we have called 
to active duty.  All deserve our thanks, and all have our prayers.  And tonight, a few miles from the damaged 
Pentagon, I have a message for our military:  Be ready.  I've called the Armed Forces to alert, and there is a 
reason.  The hour is coming when America will act, and you will make us proud.  (Applause.)  
 
This is not, however, just America's fight.  And what is at stake is not just America's freedom.  This is the 
world's fight.  This is civilization's fight.  This is the fight of all who believe in progress and pluralism, tolerance 
and freedom.  
 
We ask every nation to join us.  We will ask, and we will need, the help of police forces, intelligence services, 
and banking systems around the world.  The United States is grateful that many nations and many international 
organizations have already responded -- with sympathy and with support.  Nations from Latin America, to Asia, 
to Africa, to Europe, to the Islamic world.  Perhaps the NATO Charter reflects best the attitude of the world:  
An attack on one is an attack on all.  
 
The civilized world is rallying to America's side.  They understand that if this terror goes unpunished, their own 
cities, their own citizens may be next.  Terror, unanswered, can not only bring down buildings, it can threaten 
the stability of legitimate governments.  And you know what -- we're not going to allow it.  (Applause.)  
 
Americans are asking:  What is expected of us?  I ask you to live your lives, and hug your children.  I know 
many citizens have fears tonight, and I ask you to be calm and resolute, even in the face of a continuing threat.  
 
I ask you to uphold the values of America, and remember why so many have come here.  We are in a fight for 
our principles, and our first responsibility is to live by them.  No one should be singled out for unfair treatment 
or unkind words because of their ethnic background or religious faith.  (Applause.)  
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I ask you to continue to support the victims of this tragedy with your contributions.  Those who want to give can 
go to a central source of information, libertyunites.org, to find the names of groups providing direct help in New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.  
 
The thousands of FBI agents who are now at work in this investigation may need your cooperation, and I ask 
you to give it.  
 
I ask for your patience, with the delays and inconveniences that may accompany tighter security; and for your 
patience in what will be a long struggle.  
 
I ask your continued participation and confidence in the American economy.  Terrorists attacked a symbol of 
American prosperity.  They did not touch its source.  America is successful because of the hard work, and 
creativity, and enterprise of our people.  These were the true strengths of our economy before September 11th, 
and they are our strengths today. (Applause.)  
 
And, finally, please continue praying for the victims of terror and their families, for those in uniform, and for 
our great country.  Prayer has comforted us in sorrow, and will help strengthen us for the journey ahead.  
 
Tonight I thank my fellow Americans for what you have already done and for what you will do.  And ladies and 
gentlemen of the Congress, I thank you, their representatives, for what you have already done and for what we 
will do together.  
 
Tonight, we face new and sudden national challenges.  We will come together to improve air safety, to 
dramatically expand the number of air marshals on domestic flights, and take new measures to prevent 
hijacking.  We will come together to promote stability and keep our airlines flying, with direct assistance during 
this emergency.  (Applause.)  
 
We will come together to give law enforcement the additional tools it needs to track down terror here at home.  
(Applause.)  We will come together to strengthen our intelligence capabilities to know the plans of terrorists 
before they act, and find them before they strike.  (Applause.)  
 
We will come together to take active steps that strengthen America's economy, and put our people back to work.  
 
Tonight we welcome two leaders who embody the extraordinary spirit of all New Yorkers:  Governor George 
Pataki, and Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.  (Applause.)  As a symbol of America's resolve, my administration will 
work with Congress, and these two leaders, to show the world that we will rebuild New York City.  (Applause.)     
 
After all that has just passed -- all the lives taken, and all the possibilities and hopes that died with them -- it is 
natural to wonder if America's future is one of fear.  Some speak of an age of terror.  I know there are struggles 
ahead, and dangers to face.  But this country will define our times, not be defined by them.  As long as the 
United States of America is determined and strong, this will not be an age of terror; this will be an age of 
liberty, here and across the world.  (Applause.)  
 
Great harm has been done to us.  We have suffered great loss.  And in our grief and anger we have found our 
mission and our moment.  Freedom and fear are at war.  The advance of human freedom -- the great 
achievement of our time, and the great hope of every time -- now depends on us.  Our nation -- this generation -
- will lift a dark threat of violence from our people and our future.  We will rally the world to this cause by our 
efforts, by our courage.  We will not tire, we will not falter, and we will not fail.  (Applause.)  
 
It is my hope that in the months and years ahead, life will return almost to normal.  We'll go back to our lives 
and routines, and that is good.  Even grief recedes with time and grace.  But our resolve must not pass.  Each of 
us will remember what happened that day, and to whom it happened.  We'll remember the moment the news 
came -- where we were and what we were doing.  Some will remember an image of a fire, or a story of rescue.  
Some will carry memories of a face and a voice gone forever.  
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And I will carry this:  It is the police shield of a man named George Howard, who died at the World Trade 
Center trying to save others.  It was given to me by his mom, Arlene, as a proud memorial to her son.  This is 
my reminder of lives that ended, and a task that does not end.  (Applause.)  
 
I will not forget this wound to our country or those who inflicted it.  I will not yield; I will not rest; I will not 
relent in waging this struggle for freedom and security for the American people.  
 
The course of this conflict is not known, yet its outcome is certain.  Freedom and fear, justice and cruelty, have 
always been at war, and we know that God is not neutral between them.  (Applause.)  
 
Fellow citizens, we'll meet violence with patient justice -- assured of the rightness of our cause, and confident of 
the victories to come.  In all that lies before us, may God grant us wisdom, and may He watch over the United 
States of America.  
 
Thank you.  (Applause.)  
 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010920-8.html 
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